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Frank Reade, Jr.'s Ele6tri6 . BnHkboard;'
OR,

THRILLING ADVENTURES IN NORTH AUSTRALIA.
By "NONAME,"
Author of " Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Cruiser of the Lakes,'' " Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric
Pt·airie Schooner," "From Zone to Zone," "'!'he Black Range,'' etc., etc.
CHAPTER I.
THE ELE C'rRIC BUCKBOARD.

of the island of Timor m the Indian Ocean and very nearly
npou the parallel of 12 deg. south latitude, a ship was plowing its
way through a tossing sea.
Smoke circled from her funnels and rising high in the a1r seemed to
blend with the low lying clouds in one continuous bank of white.
Upon her decks stood a number of passengers on thetr way to
North Australia, the ship intending to touch at the port of Keats, just
below Cape Hay.
For many years numerous projects have bello established to explore
Arnhem Land as the north of Australia is calle<).
It was a wild and desolate country filled with pitfalls and traps for
the unwary traveler.
There were found the savage wild ben.sts of the tropics. the deadly
reptiles of the swamps, and the treacherous and murderous bushman.
There were reputed rich ~old mines in Aruhem Laud, fields so rich
with the ore that it could be had for the turning up with a shovel.
This report led many unwary and venturesome men to dare the
perils of the wilderness for the saKe of the fortune which they hoped
to so easily win.
And upon the Raven, which was the name of the steamship which
ran over from Java and touched at points on the coast, was a party
of men who had come to brave these awful perils, to invade where
many had gone and failed to return, and fully explore Arrthem Land.
They had not come uuprepared nor were they men who were not
thoroughly equal to their undertakin~.
Only four in number they were,· tltree white men and a negro.
The leading spirit of the party was a man known and famed the
world over as an inventor.
Frank Reade, Jr., was his name and he bailed from Readestown, '
U. S. A. Noi, a man in his native land was more famous.
As the inventor of the" Steam Man,'' the" Electric .Horses,'' "Submarine Boat" and other famous creations be .was justly celebrated.
His three compaui(JDS t'IVere Barney O'Shea, an Irishman, Stanley
Martin, a plucky young American, and Pomp, a faithful negro.
Barney and Pomp were trusty servants of Fran!;: Reade, Jr.
Martin was a young Yale student who was anxious to gain information in extensive travel.
·
Standing upon the deck of the Raven they were engaged in eager
conversation and in watching for the coast line of the Australian continent.
"WE' ought to sight Cape Yan Diemen in an hour," declared Cap.
lain Benton, who cume along at this moment, "but for this choppy
sea we would have seen it before this,"
" That is welcome news!" said Frank Reade, Jr. with a pleas:mt
laugh. "We shall be glad to reach our destination!"
"Amen!" cltimed in Stanley Martin. "It bas been expectation
long deferred. But I presume we shall see wonderful thin_gs eoouglt
to richly repay us!"
" There are many wonderful things in Australia!'' declared Capt.
Benton, "as you will learn after you have been there awhile. I hope
you will enjo;:,: yourselves!"
" We hope to!'' replied Frank.
" I am anxious to see that Electric Buckboard of yours once put
together. I am sure it must be a wonderful sight!''
" 1'he Buckboard is quite • machine!"' declared Frank. " I feel
quite sure that we shall surprise the bushmen not a little."
" That you will. It goes by electricity you say?"
" It's motive power is furnished by electric engines. But you shall
see and enjoy a ride in the Electric Buckboard when we once reach
shore."
"I can assure you I shall be uelighted!"
Then the captain moved away to another part of the ship.
The Electric Buckboard was Frll.nk Reade, Jr.'s latest and greatest
invention. For a long time the young e:~.plorer bad kept in mind a
trip to North Australia, and the Buckboard was spe~:ially designed
Cor such a thing.
•
SouTH

At tlte first thought one would wonder n:~t a little how an electric
buckboard could be constructed.
The buckboard proper is known to be a wagon without aprings, yet
f of such length or body that one's weight depending upon a single ·
pliable board is carried without the least jar. U is much used in
mountainous regions of the United States.
Franll: knew that Arnuem Land was in a large part mountainous.
The machine be must devise to traverse that land with then must
be of a proper sort to ride smoothly over rough land.
The ordmary springs would admit of such jolting that the delica~e
electric engines would stand a good show to .get out of or,ier very
soon.
So Frank devised t;he Buckboard. Anu before going further in our
story, let us take a look at the machine.
As it stood completed in the yard of the extensive machine shops at
Readestown the Buckboard was a thing of beauty ~tnd perfection to
gaze upon.
In shape it was long and narrow, with a light hody and a canopy
top.
•
The body was made of tough and thinly rolled steel; four wheels,
two in front and two in the rear, supported it.
These wheels were possessed of broad and grooved tires of tougb.
rubber. This made the vehicie almost noiseless upon smooth ground,
·
even as a bicycle.
There were three compartments, each having a broad seat capable
of seating four people; therefore, the Buckboard ·could carry twelve
passengers.
.
In the forward compartment, which was near the dasher, was the
electric engine and dynamos. These were carefully protected by extra partitions or steel.
The forward seat was near the dasher, where two wheels, one for
steering or :urning the forward truck, and the other for shutting off
speed, were located. Here the steersman and engineer remained.
And here, protruding through a loupliole in tbe dasher, was an
electric dynamite gun, the invention of Frank Reade, Jr., and truly a
deadly weapon.
·
It was worked by pneumatic pressure and could throw a dynamite
projectile the dtstance of fully a mile.
'
This projectile which exploded lty impact could blow a hole in the
ground deep enough to bury half a hundred men. It was truly a
deadly weapon.
The second compartment of the Buckboard contained stores, weap.
ons and ammunitioc.
The ·third or last compartment contained an electric stpve and all
the utensils for cooking, all of which was in charge of Pomp.
Tbe canopy top of the vehicle was of steel, bullet proof. UiJOll all
sides were lateen like curtains made to roll up or let down as the oc·
casion 1lemanded.
These curtains were made of plates of steel and when rolled down,
loopholes were displayed, through which shots coald be fired at an attacking foe.
.
The Buckboard had been especially designed for traveling in an en·
amy's country. The travelers could feel safe even in the presence of
an army.
Thus was the exploring party equipped for the trip into the wilds of
North Australi·a.
The Buckboard had been designed so that it could be taken apart
in sections, and was now stowed safely away in the hold of the Raven.
The motive :>f Frank Reade, 1r., was simply that of adventure and
research. Before leaving America great excitement had been created
when news of the proposed trip was circulated.
This had led Stanley Martin, a plucky young Yale student, to apply
to Frank Reade, Jr., for permission to accompany him.
At first Frank refu8ed, but finding young Martin an agreeable companion, he had at length consented.
But before the party should be long in Australia they were destined
to find a mission well worthy of their prowess. What this was succeeding events will show.
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Every hour now the Raven drew nearer the Australian coast.
Here the party wert' given wine and a hearty dinner. Then Barney
" Golly!" cried Pomp, who had been straining his gaze for a sight and Pomp went out to help about adjusting the Buckboard. But the
of the Australian coctlnent, "dis chile jes' be glad fo' to set his foot governor detained Frank and Stanley Martin.
on de lan' once mo'. l'se nebber gwine to lln' any mo' fault."
"Come into my audience-room!'' he said. "I wish to see yo11
"Bejabers, thaL's well said, naygur!" cried Barney• . "Yez have upon a very important matter."
"Indeed!" said Frank. "Tllen you anticipated our coming!"
nade to improve yer disposition jest a bit."
"Wba' am dat yo' say, l'isb!" spluttered the darky.
" Oh, yes. I received word some days ago by mail from London.
Both were warm friends, but dehguted in nagging each other.
With it came a very strange .:tory, and a request from a gentleman
It was bard to say which one of them held the advantage in this there."
,
•
respect. It was generally an even thing.
"Indeed!'' exclaimed Frank in surprise. " What may it be?"
"Yez have grown deaf if yez didn't bear that!" retorted Barney.
" I will tell you!''
"Sllure do yez want me to repeat it!"
They now entered a larg!) room with rows of book shelves upon
".If yo\ does, I don' tak' de law in mah han's an' chastise yo' fo' either band, and the general appearance of o. llbrnry.
'sultin' a gemmen, sah!"
·
"This is my audience chamber," said the governor. explanatively.
"Whnrroo! Yez mane that! Shure av yez want a fall out av Barney " People come rrom all parts of the Province with their requests and
O'Shea, there's no toime loike the prisint."
their grievances."
" Will yo' take back wha' yo' said, honey!"
.Archibald mottoned Frank and Martin to take cho.irs.
" I niver take back; anything!''
Then he seated bimsell at his desk.
" Ki dar! Look out fo' vo'sef."
From an inner drawer be drew forth a bundle of papers. Among
Down went Pomp's woolly head like a battering ram. He. made a them was a photograph.
mad rush at Barney.
He held it up.
The Celt dodged, but his foot slipped and he did not get quite- far
It was the liken·ess or the most beautiful young girl that the two
enough out of the wav.
.
.
travelers had ever seAn as they believed. They gazed spellbound.
The darky's' hcad struck him in the hips. He was tilted into the air
" By Jupiter! she's an angel!" cried Martin.
and down he went like a load of bricks with Pomp on top of him.
" Indeed she is beautiful!" declared Frank.
But Barney got a grapevine, and the two jokers rolled o-v!lr and
The governor nodded bls bead.
over upon the deck.
•• I thought you would say that!" he declare(), •• but you will be
The result was most disastrous.
horrified when I tell you her rate!"
In their rolling they gained the cabin stairway.
"What?"
Unfortunately one of the sailors had le!t a bucket of m.olten tar
" This queen among women is at this moment a captive in the
there.
power of the most villainous band or bushmen in North Australia."
It was liquid but not hot.
A cry of horror burst from the lips of the two listeners.
Tl:e two wrestlers went bang against it. The ne xt moment they
"A captive! Great Heaven, that is awful!'' gasp.ed Martin.
were covered with it. In trying to recover they went over the edge
"How terrible!" exclaimed Frank.
aml down the stairs.
J
"Yet it is true."
The bucket of tar went bumping after them. A ladicrous scene it
"But tell us how it happened! Who is she?" asked Martin.
was.
" She is the daughter of Leonard Harcourt, or London, a very
It was liard to tell which was the darky and which the white man.
wealtlly
man. He came here a year ago for tbe purpose ol investin~r
The tar caused their clothing to adhere so firmly that it required a large capital
in · fruit raising. He purchased a farm of several
several of the crew to pull them apart.
acres out here twenty miles at a place called Elfinland. It
E verybody was convulsed wi th laughter but the captain, who was thousand
was a beautiful spot; and created by. nature for the purpose.
a ngry to think that the tar had been spilled upon h1s cabin stairs.
"Well, Harcourt bas made a success of his enterprise, and all has
However, Frank Reade, Jr., punished the jokers by compelling gone
well until within a month. Just four weeks ago he awoke one
them to clean up the tar from the stairs.
night to find all his buildings on fire.
They h1id harely accomplished this when the lookout shouted :
"Every effort was made to extinguish the flames, but in vain •
"Lund hoi"
That night Mabel Harcourt disappeared, and from that day to tbis all
efforts to rescue her have been futile .''
CHAPTER II •
" Outrageous!" exclaimed Martin, hotly. "It was tbe work of a vilAT PORT OF KEATS.
IT was an exciLing cry. Instantly everybody was on deck. It was lain."
"The bushmen!'' asked Frank.
plain that tho coast was in sight.
Archibald nodded his bead.
At once the crew began to make preparations for making port at
have hit it, Mr. Reade!" he declared. "It was the work of
Port Keats. The decks were made ship shape, and when the rugged the"Yon
bushmen. Their leader, however, is not a black or a native or
promontory of Cape llay was ro•moed everything was in order.
Australia, tut a Franchman named Leon Martel."
Keats could be seen at the lower end of a fine harbor.
"AIJ, but how do you even know tllat the young girl is alive? She
There were a few small sailing vessels in sight. The town itself was may
be dead," said Frank.
a mere village, but romantically situated.
"No; we know better than that!" declared Gov. Archibald, "the
Ae the ship ma:le the harbor a distant puff of smoke was seen and
purpose of the vn;ain Martel was not a murderous one. He holds her
the report of a gun beard.
It was a salute from the small fort, and Captain Benton answered it captive.''
"But what is his purpose!"
by shaking out the Union Jack and aoswerirrg with a small gun for.
"He knows that Lenoard Harcourt is a very wealthy man and be
ward.
seeks o. ransom.''
Then in the deep water of the harbor the Raven came to anchor.
"A ransom?''
Instantly the steamer was ·sullfounded by a legion of boats from the
"Yes.'"
heavy lighter for removing cargo down to th_e can:Je <if the native
Frank and Martin looked at each other.
black trader.
"For the sum of fifty thousand pounds," continued the governor,
It was a novel and foreign scene. For some while the Raven's pas"he will restore Mabel to her distracted parent.."
sengers regarded it.
"
The scoundrel!" exclaimed Frank. "And what does Mr. HarThen Captain Benton came up to Frank, and said:
" We will take your machine ashore now. There is a lighter along- court say to this!"
"He is incli F. ed to pay the ransom, He of course would givA all in
side"
thll world to recover his "darling child. He has sent to London for th!l'
,;Good!" cried' Frank, joyfully. "That is the best of news!"
The various parts or the ·machine were placed aboard the heavy money."·
"But be must never pay it! The young lady must and shall be resbarge. A short while later they were taken aahore.
cued!"
'!'hen the travelers themselves prepared to leave t!Je ship.
" Do you mean that?" cried the governor, eagerly. "Ah, Mr.
But at this juncture a small launch, flying the British flag, came
Reade, that is what I have wished tio see yo:~ abput. Can we depend
alongside. Captain Benton saluted Frank, and said:
.
upon your assistance!"
·
" I have an honor for you, sir!"
Frank extended his hand.
" Ab!" exclaimed Frank. "What may it be?"
"I wou1d be worse than a brute if I should refuse," he declared. "I
" Gov. Archibald sends you his complimen~s and invites you to soam very gled as well to have the object in view. It will give spice to
journ with him while in Keats."
onr exploring trip."
Frank was overwhelmed. However, he managed to say:
"You will have the undying gratitude of a sorrow-stricken father,"
"I am honored to accept the governor's very kind invitation, and I
declared the governor. "He will repay you well."
will be on band as soon ~s possible."
"But I ma.y not succeed!"
The captain's gig took the distinguished travelers ashore. They .
"I feel sure that you will. With such a wonderful vehicle as your
were met by the governor himself, a short, stoat ruddy faced EngElectric Buckboard, you can stand your ground with tbe whole murlishman.
A jovial host Gov. Archibald proved. He was delighted to wel- derous gang. Ob, yes, you will succeed.''
"I will try," said Frank, modestly.
come his visitors.
·
Martin gripped his hand.
."Indeed I am glad to see you!" be declared. " You must know
"I am glad you have espoused this noble cause, Frank," he said.
bow welcome new-comers are in this remote part or the world.''
"You are! Why?"
'
~
The governor's" palace," as it was called, was quite a respectable
•· Because if you bad not, I should have done so single handed."
bungalow, in a clump of trees, upon a prominent spot overlooking
" Oh, I am sure that you brave fellows wi~l succeed!" criecl Archithe harbor.

I
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bald, with tears of joy in his eyes.' "I shall pray for you. Be sure
About twenty miles."
Frank consulted his watch.
and bring Mabel Harcourt back to us safe ilnd well."
. "Well," he said, " we will visit your place and !Je ~ack in time for
"We will if we live!'' cried Stanley Martin, fervidly.
"But don't forget that you have undertaken an aruuous task. ThP.se dinner. You can then show me the ugly work of the oushmen."
" I shall be delighted; but mercy on us! we shall not be absent
bushmen are a pec•tliarly bad foe to handle. They can follow the
.
trail of a spook, and they seemed to have the miraculous power ot three hours from Keats if you keep your word."
making themselves mvisible at will.''
·
" I shall do it."
"Fear not!" said Frank. "1 have trailed· the American Indian
" Wlly, we !lave always considered it a day's run out here. Eh,
Archibald?"·
,
who is a master of strategy."
.
"A fact," affirmed the governor.
"But what if we do get killed!" cried Martin, heroically. "Life ia
well lost in the cau8e of so beautiful a lady l"
" Ah, well, you are riding with Frank Reade, Jr., now," laughed
Just at that moment the door opened. A D1an of patrician appear- Frank. "Hold on! here is a little pitch in we road."
The machine ran on at increased speed. Just where a shallow river
ance crossed the threshold.
took a wide sweep at the base of some hills was the ranch. •
He paused at sight of Frank and Martin.
There were evidences yet of the fire and the battle with the bush" Friend Archibald, your pardon," he said, politely. "1 was unaware that you were occupied."
·
men.
"Harcourt!" cried the governor, joyously. "Justi the man I wantBut the Englishman bad made good headway toward rebni,jt.ling the
ed to see. Allow me to present to you two Americau gentlemen, Mr. place.
Frank Reade, Jr., and Mr. Mart.in."
Workmen were even now busy there.
The Englishman lookep surprised.
A great llerd of cattle was seen ns the Buckboard rolled up to
" What!" he exclaimed. "This is not the Mr. Reade you'were tell- the stoc&ade gate.
ing me about a short while ago!"
' A number of rough-looking men were galloping about on diminutive
•,• fhe same!'' replied tbe governor.
pomes, something like our American mustangs.
"Not the owner of the famous Electric Buckboard which can ~ravel
The appe·a rance of the Buckboar~ created a sensation, and all If
anywhere at the will of the owner!''
crowded about it.
" It is n-obody else!"
But Frank was busy with tlie governor aud Mr. Harcourt. They deThe greeting was a warm one. At once Frank and Stanley were tailed to him in particular the attack of tile bn~bmeu and its result.
fri ends with Harcourt. The bereaved father told his story over aUll
Frank listened attentively, and carefully noted all tile important
over again.
·
·
facts. This done, they returned to the Buckboard.
Frank and Martin of 'Course expressed their sympathy and assun'ld
The run back to Keats was devoid of incident.
him or their co-operation.
Frank kept his word and got tile party there in time for the evening
" Have no fear, sir!'' said Frank, confidently. "If your daughter is mea1.
held for ransom no harm will !Je done her. We will be enabled to
" In the morning," he dec)areclr "we will set out for the stronghold
rescue her."
.
of Black Leon.''
"You will win the undying gratitude of a sorrt}wing fathert" de"I would like to ask a favor," said Mr. Harcourt, eagerly,
clared Harcourt. " For Mabel is very dear to my lleart."
Frank knew what it was before the Englishman spoke further, bot
" At least you may be assured of one thing," sail! Frank, earnestly. he said:
·
" We will do all we can to rescue her.''
"Well, sir, what is it?"
" I believe yon. May God bless you!''
·
"That I may accompany yon!"
Gov. Arcllibald now produced some rich Australian wine. All parFrank took the other's hand, &ud sai<l:
took of it, and then the governor said:
" 1 am obliged to refuse that request. Really, Mr. ;Iarcat, it is
"I would like very much, Mr. Reade, to see your wonderful ma- much better and safer for yon to stay at home. We will do i!Wwe can
chine. Can you not show it to us?"
.to rescue your daughter."
"With the utmost pleasure," declared Frank. "My men are now
"I have no doubt of that, Mr. Reade. But I should like to go.''
engaged i(\ putting it togetller down on tbe wharf. If you will come
Frank would not y!ekl.
with us I t liink 1 can show you something, the like or which you have
Whereupon somewhile later Harcourt declared with a smile:
not seen before.''
"You may see me in the bush .country anyway. Be on the. look•
" We shall be delighted.''
out.''
The two men at once prepared to accompany Frank and Martin
"You
willoe
very
unwise
to
attempt
such
a
thing,"
remonstrated
down to the wharf.
Quite a crowd of the townspeople had gathered there by this time. Frank.
The matter dropped here. A royal dinner was mdt~lged in at tbe
Barney and Pomp were busily at work constructing the Buci-.."board.
governor's house.
'fhey were just adjusting the wheels as the ptlrty carne up.
Then an evening's entertainment was furr:isbed, to which the trav"Shure, Misther Frank, it will be all ready in tin minutes more," elers
contributed very materially.
' .
declared Barney. " Thin yez kin be .aftber takin' a ride in it."
•
Pomp was an adept with the hanjo, and Bar~ey played the fiddle.
Both sang songs in their native vernacular, and they vyere indeeu
CHAPTER III.
interesting.
THE WARNING.
It was a late hour when the party retired.
BARNEY and Pomp had made quick work in pu ttiug the machine
Barney and POIIJP remained aboard the Fnckboard, but Frank and
together. In ten minntes as Barnl\y had said it was complete.
Martin
accepted a kind invitation tb sleep at tbe governor's bouse.
But of courae the stores were not yet aboard nor the ammunition.
It
was their first night in Australia.
Yet the electric engines were lll'.order:
·
·.
Thus far all their enterprises had proved successful, and all were in
Frank stepped aboard and inspected these. Then he said to the high
spints.
Governor and Mr. Harcourt:
Parti!lularly so were Barney and Pomp.
.
"Pray step aboard and I will show you over the machine.''
don9 link ditt am a pooty line kentry, eh, honey?" te ej~ulated
The ~wo men at once complied. Their wonderment was increased, as "I
he snilled th~ balmy air.
as tlley saw the interior or the Buckboard.
"Bejabers, it's !lixt best place to ould Oireland.'' declared Bar!ley.
They seated themselves upon the middle seat with Frank. Martin
Frank and Stanley Martin were destined to meet with experieuces
and Pomp sat in the rear, while Burney at the dasher handled the
which would somewllat alter their opinion of the country.
electrtc lever.
Upon retiring to his room that night Frank saw that it was in the
Barney switched on the current and the Buckboard glided from the northeast
corner of the governor's bungalo;v,
wharf out into the stree~.
Below
was dense shrubbery, palms artd plantains.
Its motion was as noiseless and graceful as could well be wished.
Suddenly through the open window an object came hurtlin..in.
Down the little street it moved.
It fell upon the floor with a heavy thud.
"Well, this beats all!" cried Leonard Harcourt, in wonderment.
For a moment Frank was ~tartled. He was instantly on his guard,
"Mr. Reade, you're the greatest gepins on earth!"
however.
"Not quite so bad as that," laughed Frank.
4
He sprang backward to got out or range of any possible asspssin
. The buckboard was qutckly out of til~ town. There was a little
below.
pass in the bills.
Then be regarded the object on the floor.
Through this it passed and came out UPRP a boundless plain.
It was a blood red knife, and in fulling it had struck point downHere was a goo\1 stretch and Burney let the Buckboard out for a fas t
run. The machine could easily run forty miles an hour on smooth ward into .the floor.
Frank was so astonished that for a moment he could not act.
surface. It now shot ajlead like a rocket.
Then he saw, upon closer scrutiny, that there was a slip of paper
The governor and Harcourt literally !Jeld onto their seats in terror.
tlle hilt of the dirk.
·
upon
"Whew!" exclaimed Archibald. "This suits me! I don't want to
At" once he stepped forward and pulled tiJe blade out of the Boor.
go any faster!"
He detaclled the paper, and read inscribed in a scrawling hand :
"Is t!Jere not sorte risk, Mr. Reade?"
Frank laughed at this.
"FRANK READE, JR.-Dear Sir: Yew kin no more trnck down
"I think: not," he said. •• By the way, Mr. Harcourt, did not von Black Leon t!Jan yew kin fetch down the moon. There's a coffin and
say your ranch was out this way eomewhere?"
six feet of ground fer you if yew dare attempt it. Tber gal is safe,
" There!" cried Harcourt, pointing to a distant rise of land. "Mercy an' won't be hurt if ther ransom is paid. Her father is able to pay
on usJ Have we come thus far in so short a space of time?"
it-an' it's my bread an' butter, an' don't yew m6dd.le!
"Oh, rou have not seen the best speed of the machine yet. How
•
"Yours, dnngerously,
far is your ranch from tile town?"
" LEON MARTEL... ' •
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Frank read the curious warning twice. Then he touched the bell
wire.
.
•
In a few moments a native servant appeared. Frank said to him:
• " Ask your master, the governor, to come here at once. Tell him
it is something or great imJ>ortance."
. It seemed an age to Frank before the summons was answered.
There was a look of surprise in Archibald's eyes as he came in.
" Well, Frank," he said, " do you want to see me!"
'
''Yes.''
•
"I am here!'
" Read this."
Frank handed him~e cu•ious warning. The governor read it and
lhen exdairned in amazement:
" How did you get this!''
F,rank showed the uirk.
"It was thrown thrqugh the window with this," he declared.
" Through ~he window!"
"Yes."
Archibald looked at tlie window with horror. His face was pale.
"How did they ever get into my gardtm!" he gasped. " It's the
bushmen. We .a re in great danger."
•• In danger!"
" Y~s; at any moment they may shoot us with their poisoned javelins. That is certain death.''
In spite or his usual hardihood Frank could not help a shiver.
" Have you not guards allout the place!" he asked.
"Yea; but they must have elud~ them. Wait and I will alarm
the guard. Search must be made. "'We are not safe a moment. Come
with me!"
" But I prefer to stay here," said Frank, drawing a revolver. " I
have a quick shooter here, and if I get sight of one of tae rogues he
will have to be very quick if be eludes me.''
" But I beg of you!" pleaded the governor. "Do not linger her11. It
is more than your life is worr.h! Gome!"
Frank saw that the otber was very mucb in earnest. Believing it
the best plan he obeyed.
In a very .short time the whole place was in ari uproar.
Tile town even was arousAd. Arme<l guards searched every part
of the gr!'unds and the house.
But if any of the IJushmen had been in the vicinity they were not
now, or at least tlley could not be found.
Doubtless they had made good their escape. At this moment an
idea came to Stanley Martm.
" I wonder how Barney and Pomp are?" he exclaimed. , " Do you
suppose they have tackled them?"
"We will find out," said l!'ranlr.
Both started at. once for the Buckboard. It was n~ar the gate to
the governor's grounds.
Til<~ electric ligbt was burning in the forward compartment as they
approached, an<l a glance was enough to settle all fears. .
With the steel shutters pulled tightly down there was no chance tor
anybody to attack Barney and Po111p.
They were having a friendly game of cards, and as Frank a:;,d Stanley tapped on the blinds Barney sang out:
" Shure, an' who is there!"
"It's Frank!"
." All rigbt, sor. Wait a m·oment!"
•
It was but a moment's work for Frank and Stanley to climb aboard
as Barney pressed the key and the shutters went up.
"Upcn my wonl!" said Frank to Martin, "I'm not going back to
the governor's bouse to-night!"

.

CHAPTER IV.
IN THE BUSH COUNTRY,

"WHAT, sir! Yolf nr4t; not?" asked Stanley; in surprise.
· ttNo!''
"Why?"
"This is the safest place for us whlle we are in this danger beset
country. By pullin~ down these abutters no one can creep in upon
and assassinate us.''
"You are right!" replied Stanley; "but what word will yon send
the governor--"
Before Martin could finish the sentence t!everal o! the armed gnards
appeared.
"The governor semis his compliments and says that you will be all
safe-at hts bouse now,'' said the foremost.
·
Frank saluted ar;d-replied:
"Return ·my compliments to tbe governor, and tell him that I have
decided to remain on boarcl tbe Buckboard to-night."
The guard departed with this.
The shutters were closed. Barney took the first watcb, and all the
others turned in. Tiley were as safe as possibly could be on board
tile Buckboard.
Wilen the morning light came all were astir. Tile governor was
down early to see them.
He deprecated seriously the incident or the night, nod strove to
smooth the matter over.
"My guards have never been lax before!" be declared, "but these
bushmen are like shadows. Tiley come and go like spirits."
"You ought to do something to rid the country of tllem!" declared
4 Frank. • "Certainly your life cannot be safe!"
"This is the first time that they have ever invaded my grounds to
my knowledge.''

•
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"Look out· in future," said Frank, "but I will deal witb them in
the rfgllt way as soon as I can ferret the rogues out.''
"I pray lleaven you may have success!''
The stores were quickly put aboard the Buckboard. Then all was
announced In readiness for the start.
It was a random mission that Frank was going_on. Nobojy could
tell him where to find Martel.
~·I think I should strike into the mountains," said the governor.
"It is my opinion tbat Martel does not frequent the bush so much as
his folio wers;''
•'
"That is true!" declared Harcourt. " I sincerely believe that my
darling child is somewhere held prisoner up in tlle Kangaroo Htlls."
"Very good," said Frank. ''We will then try tile Kangaroo Hills
first of all."
Stanley Martin looked forwfl.rd to tile rescue of Mabel Harcourt with
a peculiar thrtll.
He had never seen the young girl in his lift:~, but what he had seen
or her pllotograp!J had made a deep impression upon him.
He was always a practical, matter of fact fellow, and this was the
, first femini':le face to ma,ke an impresston upon him.
" If I dtd not know myself so well," be declared, "I should tllink I
was in love," this of course to himaelf.
't
The Buckboard at length was ready and rolled out of the town.
Soon Keats was left far behind.
• Passing once more out upon the plain beyond the coast range of
billa, t4e Buckboard boomed along at a rnpid rate.
Great> droves of cattle were passed and groups of herders who looked
at the machine with the keenest of wonderment.
Far to the horizon line !!'rank saw the blue outlines of what bad
been described to him as the Kangaroo Hills.
He beaded the Buckboard strarght for them.
Soon the immense farms began to fade out of sight and tile Buckboard came to the real wilderness.
Tile san1y arid plains now took the place or the green prairie.
There were clumps of bushes at various intervals. They were in the
real bush countty.
, Here in a region which seemed bardly capabie of supporting any
form or life dwelt and reigned t.he terrible bushmen.
For days one migbt travel tbrougb this desolate region and fancy
,
himaelf the only human being.
He would see not even a footprint, yet behind every bush tbere
mlgbt be a lurking black foe.
So stealthy, so wily, are the bushmen that their movements are
bard to follow. So peculiar their methods that a travAier can be in
their deatll circle for days before the fatal blow is struck.
With a natural scent l<eener than that of the fox, they are always at
borne in the vast waste. They never want for food, for a snake, a toad,
or a lizard is an appetizing morsel of the bush native. .
.
Yet among this strange barharous and animal·like claRS of people a
white man of intelligence Lad gained a footbold, and bad, indee<l, he·
come a cllief.
Leon Martel had become a power in the busb, and the savage natives
~trusted him implicitly.
The Thugs of In<lia do not compare with t11e Australian bushmen
for deadliness or work-for"mercileasness or purpose.
Wheb, therefore, Mabel Harcourt fell itato their power, abe ~ould
have at once been slaughtered had it no,, been for Martel.
The Frenchman was not impressionable to a woman's charms. He
detested them and Ilia own race in general.
Martel was a miserable misanthrope, balf a manMI.c, yet with a powerful method •
He sought wealth, end this was his plan to win it.
To bold tile young girl for ransom was his purpose.
While she was in his care abe sbould be well cared for. This ba
reckoned to his interests as well.
When he heard, therefore, tllat the Electric Buckboard was on his
track he laughed the·thing to scorn.
No one bad yet succeedetl in invading the hush country wltb temer·
ity.
Had be 'known more of Frank Reade, Jr., and of tile power o't his
wonderful machine he would not hav11 been so sure or Ills game.
As the Buckboard penetrated deeper into the bush country more of
the wonders or the region were seen.
Strange lootdn~ animals and reptiles not in the category or the naturalist (If thl' zoologist were encountered.
Suddenly as the Buckboard was crossing a plain, from a thicket a
number of strange, ungainly-looking, creatures leaped forth.
" Kangaroos!" cried Stanley Martin. " What do yon say to a
Knnp;aroo hunt. Frankf'
"Good!" cried the young inventor. "Let us try It by all means!"
The machine was sent at full speed after tile animals.
But they now escaped into a <ll!ep bosh entangled tract where the
·
Buckboard could not go.
So Frank caused the machine to come to a halt. Then he cried:
"Come, Barney! Yon shall go with us. It is your turn now, and
Pomp will remain· with the machine. The next time Pomp shall be
the favored one."
"All roight, sor!'' cried Barney, with alacrity. Then, unable to
resist the impulse to get in a dig at Pomp: "Shure, aor, yez cudn't
have made a betther selection!''
"We shall see abont that," said Frank, with a smile. "Get your
rifle and come along.''
Stanley Martin was already equipped lor the hunt.
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With their rifles and car~ridge belts, the three ad venturers set out
upon the bunt. It was exllilarat.lng sport.
The Buckboard bad been left in o. favorable spot in the verge of the
bush.
The bunters took good care to mark their way so that they might
not get lost. And#1us they pushed ahead.
Frank bad no fears of Pomp's surety. 'l'be darky hnd pulled down
the steel shutters, and in case of an attack could easily make an escape. Wllat was more, no foe could get at him.
For somewhile the three hunters pushed on through the bush.
Nothing more, however, was seen of the kangaroos.
But suddenly, as the party came to a small clump of palms, there
was a strange shriek came from the foliage and a heavy body rusheu
through it.
" What is it?" exclaimed Martin, in surprise.
And well he might have asked the question. A huge bird, the s1ze
of an ostrich sprung down from concealment.
"An emu!" cried .Frank. "Look out for it!"
But even as he spoke Barney fired. '!\he bullet went trae to the
roark.
The emu, one of the most valuable birds of plumage of the Australian '}'ilds fell in a heap.
•
A moment later the bunters were inspecting their prize.
"Mercy on us!" cried Martin; "what beautiful plumage! . It can't
be beat!"
"Bejabers pbwat wud some of the foine la~ies in New Yorruk give
fer that!'' cried Ba.rney.
1
But attention was almost instantly distracted from the emu to a new
wonder which suddenly appeared.
The notes of a strange bird song were beard. Suddenly there appeared in a small open spot in the glade, a most. beautiful bird. In
plumage it far exceeded tbe beauty of the pe!lcock.
"The lyre bird," cried Frank. "What a beautiful specimen!"
" My goodness!" exclaimed Stanley Martin. '' What would not a
taxidermist g1ve for him? Can we not bag him?"
And the young American raised his rille to take a sboL at the lyre
bird.
·
Bot Frank put a hand on his arm.
" Dou't do it," saiu he. " Tbe bullet. will tear hi1n all to pieces."
But the warning came too late. The rifle crac!;;ed and the bird tumbled over in a heap.
As luck bad it, Ihe bullet simply crushed lls brain, instantly killing
the bird without injuring the plumage.
Martin was delighted with his success and carefully placed the bird
in his game bag.
1The party now pushed on in quest of the kangaroos.
'But tho~e shrewd animals !lad evidently sought safer fields.
Nothing more was seen of them, but after a time tl.ie bunters came
to the sandy sl.iores of a small stream.
It was shallow enough to be easily waded, but the three adventurers were not wholly prepared for this.
" Shall we cross?'' asked Stanley Martin.
But at tba·t moment a sharp cry of surprise escaped the lips of
Frank Reade, Jr. He h!ld !Jalted and was ir.specting an object in
the sand.
" What is it?" cried' Stanley. " Why, upon my word?"
A glance was enough. It was a footprint In the sand. The three
adventurers looked at it for a moment in s:ience.
The footprint was large apd of a bare foot. Tl.iat it did not belong
to a white mao seemed certain from the peculiar formation.
"It is the footprint of a bushman!" cried Stanley Martin. "At last
we are in their country!"
Frank knelt down and examined the footprint more closely. When
he arose he said:
"I believe you are right, Stanley. We nmst be on our guard now,
for at any mome11t we are likely to get into trouble!"
The words had barely left his lips when Barney gave a yell of pain • .
CHAPTER V.,
RESCUE.
" BEGORiu, it's kilt I am!" yelled tile Celt.
Frank and Stanley turned to see the Irishman plucking a small
arrow from the J:lesh of his arm. It was a thrilling moment.
Frank instantly made action.
" To cover!'' be shouted, springing into the bush.
The others followed. Then tl.ie young inventor made Barney pull
ofi his coat.
" Pray Heaven that is not, a poisoned dart!'' he cried.
The incision made by the arrow was but a slight one, but Frank
fearlessly placed his lips to the wound and sucked the poison from it.
It was the savi11g of Barney's life.
Tbe Celt felt exceedingly sick and weak, hut he had yet strength
enough t.o keep up. Some leaf tobacco was bound on the wound, to
also neutralize the poison.
Barney rapidly overcame the polson. Meanwhile, Stanley bad been
looking for I.be rascally bushman everywhere.
But if he or his ilk were In tbe vicinity, there was no outward indication of it.
All was stillness in the neighborhood. Scarcely a leaf rustled, and
there was not the slightest evidence of human or animal life.
Truly the bushman is a shadow. So consummate are they in their
bnsbcraft that one might be surrounded by them and travel in their
midst for days and y&t never know it.
POMP TO THE

Frank knew that their position now was a most critical one.
It was certain that others would quickly come to joiu this one. Realizing this tbe young inventor said:
" I believe we bad better get out of this locality as soon as possible.
The quicker we get back to the machine the better!''
" I agree with you!" cried Stanley. "Suppose we make the
break."
" All right!''
The three adventurers at once left cover and started for the machine.
As nearly as possible they located the re~urn trail.
Hut yet this was by no means au easy lnatter. The country had such
a sameness and their excitement waaso great that they failed to notice
the signs which marked their course.
In this manner they kept on for some while. It was a very easy
matter for them to thus lose the trail entire! y.
It seemed an infinite length of time that the~ bad kept on.
Then suddenly Stanley came to a halt.
His face was deadly pale.
"Upon my word, friends," he declared, "I believe we are lost."
Frank drew a whistle from his pocket and blew a shrill blast.
"If Pomp is in hearing," be Cleclared, "he will hear that and
come."
"Begorra, it's mesilf as thinks he's not nnywheres near," declared •
Barney, dismally. " Shure, Misther Frank, it's a bade schrape we're
in now."
·
"I guess you are right, Barney," said Frank, dubiously. "Bot
let us not lose courage yet J'
" By no means!" Cl'ied Stanley.
Again and again Frank blew the whistle. But no answer came.
A tall tree was near by.
"Barney," said Fra.nk, "you remember that the machine was
not far from the large hill to the north! We went due west."
•• Yis, sor."
~
''Climb that tree and tell me if you can where that hill is now."
" All roight, sor."
'
Barney went up the tree like a monkey. When near the top he
studied the country closely and theu shouted:
"Shure, sor, the hill iR away to the eouthward, and yez kin barely
see it."
"Mercy on us!" exclaimed the young inventor in dismay; "then
we are in for it. We have traveled in almost an opposite direction.
The hill is twice the distance from us now."
"You don't say!" cried Stanley. "Then we are in a bad scrape."
"It looks like it."
" What shu!! we do?''
"Try and pull out of it. Barney!"
" Yis, sor!"
"You cannot see anything of the bushmen, can you!"
" Divil a bit, sor; but whisht, now, it's a bouse I see!''
" A house?"
" Shure, sor-a log cabin!"
Frank exchanged astonished glances with Stanley.
That there should be a dwelling in this out of the way region seemed
strange. They could hardly believe it.
"Are you sore of that, Barney?"
"Yis, sort"
" Where is it?"
"Jist ferninst the ridge of land yon tier, sor. There's a small lake
beside it, sor."
"All right. Come down."
Ban::ey slid flown the tree.
"I don't know whether the place bas a habitant, and if so whether
friend or foe!" cried Frank. "I am going over to see."
"By all means!" agreed Stanley.
With tllis decision all started fot: the mysterious dwelling.
Pushing through the bush, scarce a hundred\ yards brought them to
the gravelly shore of a smal! lal,e.
The log cabin was now visible.
lt was quite a stable structure, but -the door was broken in and the
shutters badly shattered.
As the party hurried toward it they saw no sign o! human life.
The place was deserted, at least by the living. But near the door
the party came upon a grewsome sight.
There, half imbedded in the sand, wns the whitening skeleton of a.
mao. It must have been there a long while.
This told the story.
Some Australian farmer hnd been venturesome enough to take up a
remote homestead.
Tbe result was like many another case. He bad fallen a victim to
the deadly bushman.
But his habitation had beeli spared, though it was fast going to decay. But the .fugitives had no time for speculation.
They had barely reached the door of the but, when Stanley Martin
gave a sharp cry.
Something whiz?.ed past his ear and struck the logs. There, in one ~
of them, was imbedded a dart.
In an instant the three white men sprang into the but.
They were not a moment too soon.
'l'be air became fu!l of the poison darts. They cnme flying through
the shutterless windows and endangered the lives of the fugitives.
Yet. not one or the wily natives was to he seen.
But that the bush about was fall of them, there was no doubt. It.
was a critical situation.
But Frank Reade, Jr., was equal to it.
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" Bur the windows and doors!" he cried. "Look out and not expose yourselves!"
The shutters and door were of no use. But Frank ripped up some
of the puncheon tlooring.
This was employed to barricade the windows and door. Small
crevices were lett to fire througll.
Then the party opened fire.
None of the bushmen could be seen, but the bullets were sent at
random into t.he bush.
Whether this bad a salutary ellect or not could not be sail!.
But of a sudden the darts ceased coming, aud all was the stillness
of the grave. There seemed not a single foe in the vicinity.
"They are waiting for darkness,'' suggested Stanley.
"Or rather they mean to besiege us and starve us out!"
"Why, there are doubtless enough of tbem to capture us easily by
making a charge."
"All, but that is not the bushman's ".Vay. He does not do that sort
of thing. They are more cowardly in the open than our Nortb American ln<lians," declared Frank.
" Then we're in a bad box!"
"Yes."
"Uh, if Pomp would only come."
"Begorra, its mesilf as will tbry to skulk out av this an' foiod the
naygur whin darkness comes!'' cried Barney.
" 1 don't believe you could outwit them," declared Frank, " they
are a bad Jot and pro':Jably as thick in that busll as mosquitoes."
" But something must be done!"
TbiR was the unanimous sentiment. Yet what should it be? This,
it was not easy to decide.
However, relief was nearer at hand than they had fanc!'ed.
Sud<tenly the rewas a dull rumble and then the report of a rille. Not
one in the party but knew what it meant.
"Hurrah!" cried Stanley Murt!n, " that is the machine!"
Then all looked out of their covert to see the Buckboard come down
through the bush with a score of dark forms clinging to its sides.
The party had no time to philosophize upon the sudden appearance of Pomp, or bow he had become apprised of their peril.
It was enough to know that he was on hand. The steel curtains
were drawn and the bushman could do him no harm.
But the Buckboard took a torn around. the cabin crushing t,he bushmen in numbers, and finally compelling them to abandon the at~ack.
Like mist before the sun lhey vanished into the bush.
,
Then Pomp brought the Buckboard to a stop near the door of the
but. His black face appeared at the pilot window and he cried, eagerly:
" Marse Frank, am yo' dere?" .. •
"Pomp, you're n hero!" c'ried Frank, joyfully. " We're all iD here
and safe. But bow did you know we were here?"
"Fo' (le Lor', Marse Fran I>, I done heal! yo' tiring, an' I jes' come
ober fo' to gill yo' help!''
11
You heard us firiug?''
•· Yes salll"
11
Why, you must haYe been three or four miles away!"
"I done tin I\ I was, eah, !Jut de wind was jes' in my direcksbnn au'
it come pooty plain."
"Good enough! You have saved onr lives, Pomp."
"Yo' don' say dat~'
11
Yes, I do."
"Bress mah heart, I'se done glad ob dat!'' cned the delighted
darky.
The rescued adventurers cheered. Then the machine was run
nearer to tho door of the hut nod they dodged into the machine.
That the bushmen bad not abandoned the vicinity was made certain when a number of the poisooed darts came banging against the
steel curtains.
·
Once inside them our adventurers were perfectly safe.
Only cannon could hope to penetrate that curtain of steel. Frank
was determined to give the bushmen a fight.
"I know they are spoiling for itt" he oried. "And I (eel like wip·
ing a few of them out of existence."
The manner in which be proposed to do this was quickly made
manifest.
CHAPTER VI.
THE MOUNTAl

CAVERN.

FRANK went straight to the electric gun. He threw open t)le breech
and placed therein a dynamite cartridge.
Then he elevated the gun, took a sight and pressed the electric key.
The result was thrilling.
There .was a hiss, a whirr, and a slight recoil.
There was no repout as the projectile left the gun. Bat when it
struck the ground in the heart of the bush there followed an explosion
like a park of artillery.
It was one tremendous roar. Then up into the air fifty feet went a
column of sand.
In it were the bodies of a number of the skulking wretches, and all
manner of debris.
The Ioree of the bomb waa most terrible. There was blown into the
groumt a hole nigh deep enough to sink the log cabin in.
Once more Frank placed the electric gun in position.
This time he employed a different kind of a projectile.
It wall an explosive bomb, filled with fine sl.ot, whioh would sweep
. a radius or twenty yards, cutting all down before it.

It mowed down heaps of brush, and where the bushmen were biding they were not agile enough to 1avoid this destroyer.
Again and again Frank sent these bombs into the bush.
A literal path wae mowed for hundreds .of yards in all directions m
the bush.
Dozens of dead bushmen lav about. For once they had met more
than their match.
•
It was enough for them, and they at once '>eat an incontinent retreat.
In a short while, it was safe to @ay, that all were far beyond runge.
It was a victory for the Buckboard and its crew.
But.now the question arose as to what move was best to be made
n~.xtf

It was of course necessary to find the den of Black Leon, and, If
possible, to rescue Mabel Harcourt.
The Kangaroo Hills were near at hand. Why no~ invade them?
" I believe that is our best move," declared Frank. " The quicker we track the villain down the better."
"So ·say I,'' agreed Stanley.
"He may get alarmed and perhaps slaughter the girl."
It was decided to at once strike for the hills; so the Buckboard
was sent ahead at full speed.
It required no little dexterity for Barney at the wheel to pick his
way in and out among the bush.
But he succeeded admirnl..tly, until at length this was left bebind
and the long plain extending to the Kangaroo Hille was reached.
This was clear of l..tuelt or obstruction of any kind.
The Buckboard glided along at full speed, until at length tho
base or the hills was reached.
The Kangaroo Hills were rocky and cleft with deep and dark detiles.
A better or mora likely retreat for a gang of robbers or murderers could not be imagined.
Darkness had now settled down, and it was decided to wait until the morrow before invading the bills.
The steel curtains were drawn tightly, and the evening meal was
prepared by Pomp.
All were hungry anrl partook or it with a ·keen relish.
After supper Frank went forward and put the search-light into
requisition.
As the powerful rays shot up the mountain side, objects tbere were
revealed 'as plain as day.
·
Frank and Stanley carefully examined every part of I he mountain
in this way.
The· result was thrilling.
While the senreh-light was turned full upoc the left or nvrth side
of the mountain, sudaenly the face of a mighty cliff was shown.
Above this was a broad shelf of rock, 'and upon this there was congregated a large crowd of human beings.
Back of them yawned the mouth of a cavern.
They were natives, as could be rluinly seen-bushmen-and carried
torches. '
·
It was evident that they had seen the Buckboard.
As the 'search-light's duzz!ing rays smote upon them they all llung
up their arms as if to ware! oti a blow.
No doubt the brilliant light had . blinded as well as astonished
theJFa.
"I'll wager that is Black Le.,n's den!" said Frank, •positively.
" Do you really think so?"
u

Yes.''

" Ttien we have gained a great point. I did not think we would
find it so soon."
" We will investigate anyhow, in the morning!'' declared Frank.
" But-do you tlnnk they will be contenL with letting us alone!
May they not try some game to-night?"
" We must keep a watch on them. I do not think they can do us
any harm, protected as we are."
"And to-morrow we will try to invade their den!"
"Yes."
'·' How can w,e do that!''
(
" That is a hurd question to answer just now!" replied Frank. "We
will have to wait until to-morrow before answering it. However, I
am confident we shall lind a way."
."I hope sol''
Then Frank shot off the search-iight. Ir. the darkness the glimmer
or the torches could now be seen far above.
Frank was tempted to send an electric bolt up there from the gun.
But on second thought be decided that L·his would be a wanton destruction of life.
So be refrajped from doing it. However, be calle-d Barney and
said: '
"You will he the first on watch to-night, Barney!"
" Yes, sor !"
"Keep the search-light fixed on that cavern in tbe mountains, and
also give it a sweep over the vicinity once in awhile to make sure that
it is clear!"
" All ri~bt, sor!"
All in the party were tired.
They were glad or the opportunity of turning in, and soon were in
the land of dreams.
Barney was left on guard the first of the night. The Celt was always a fait.bful man at such a post.
He kept assiduous watch of the mountain side, and all in lhe vicinity.
lie wa~ guarded against a surprise•
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SeYeral times he fancied he saw dark forms hovering among the rock
piles on the mountain side. But each time beneath the glare of the
search-light they vanished.
Pomp relieved Barney at midnight; but the machine was not molested that night.
The next morning, upon looking up to where the clitr c~vern was
toeated no sign of a human being could be seen.
But ac> they were studying the place, suddenly the burly form of a
, half naked black was seen to appear not a hundred yards distant.
In his hand be carried a white llag.
He was a giant o! hill race; big, form was naked save for a breech
chmt and short dress or·emu reamers. He stood for a moment waving
the llag.
"Hello!" cried Frank, " d truce!"
" Perhaps ll:ey want to treat with us," said Stanley.
" More likely it is a de manu for surrender,'' said Frank. " I know
these black rascals well."
" That will never do.''
"No," replied ~he young inventor. "But let us s!'e what he has to
say, anyway.''
With which Frank raised .the steel curtain and stepped out. He
held up his bands in token of amity.
'l'his satisfied the black, who now rapidly advanced. When twenty
feet distant be made an extravagant bow.
•
Frank afl'ected to ignore this, and snid sternly:
" Well, what is your errand!"
" Me come from chief Black Leon," replieu the fellow, in broken
English. " He send you letter."
With which the bushman held out a missive. Frank took lt.
It was of coarse paper, and the chirography was rutle and scrawling. Thus it read:
"FRANK READE, JR.,-You hev seen fit ter not heed ther warning
given yer at tiler governor's house, an' now once more I tell ye to torn
round an' go bacK. Ye never kin git ther gal without paying ther ransom. Wbat's more, i! it ain't paid pooty soon, I shall dechLre it off an'
make the gal my wife. I'm jest as good II. white man as yew, but I'm
in ther bush until! hev made a fortune, an' tten you'll see me out of
it. So take my advice and fetch tber lif~y thous!Rid pounds. Ther old
Yures trooly,
cove won't feel it, fer he's rich as a Jew.
'' LEON MARTEL.,
Frank read this peculiar epistle with certainly most peculiar sensa·
tious.
"Well," he muttered, final~y. "I must say that is the nerviest rascal I've met in many&. day. However, I will answer tllis mes8age."
With this Frank wrote on the back of the note:
"To LEON MARTEL:
"I cauuot for a moment think or accepting your ad viet~. I consid.er
that I am really the dictator, and will say now that if you do no~ sur·
render the l!'dY at once, it will be the worse for you. I have tlJe
power to blow you and your gang into eternity, .
"Yours ever,
" FRANK READE, JR."
Frank tendered this to the bl~~ek.
"Take this to your master!" lie said. " But wait!"
The fellow paused.
" How many of you are there up there?"
It was a shrewdly put question. Frank had hope<l to catch the fel·
low oil' his guard. But the wily native shrugged his ~boulders and
then dug his bare toes into the sana.
·
" As many as those are!" he replied, tersely, indicating the grains
of sand.
•
"Indeed!" said Frank, coolly. "Quite an army, aren't you? Well,
tell me this: Do you all live .in that cave?''
The black grinned, but wunld not speak. He shook his head, then
mude a. peculiar gesture with hiR hand.
With which he unceremontously took his departure. Frank watched
him out or sight.
Then he pulled down the steel shutters.
" Well,'' said Stanley, with a deep breath, " what do you think or
it, Frank!"
.. or what?"
" Of the situation!"
The young inventor was silent a moment. Then he replied, sharp·
ly:
.
" All get ready for hattie. It Is my opinion we are going to have a
lively time with those ,dogs and right away, too."
•
The prediction came true as near events were bound to assert.

' .

Quick as a ash he opened the electric lever.
'l'I.Je wagon shot ahead.
It was not a moment too soon.
Down the mountain came a tremendous bowlder weighing tons. It
had been dislodged, and rolled down directly for the Buck:Joard.
Had it s(ruck the Buckboard little would have been left of it. But
Fate was not so unkind.
JSauk acted just in the nick of timP.
'
'l'he bowlder b'arel,y missed the machine and went crashing through
the brush a hundred yards away.
Every man aboard tl.Je Buckboard was pale and startled.
"By Jove!" exclaimed Stanley, "that was a close call'!''
" Begorra, av it had strucK. us, moighty little we'd known av it!"
cried Barney.
~
"Look out dar, chilluns!" erie~ Pomp.
"Dar am an udder
comin'l''
· This was true.
The bushmen had started another bowlder. Indeed, they were
swarmin;; oii the mounLuin side, and trying to dislodge heavy stones
everywhere.
To dodge all the!! missiles Frank knew would be an lrupossibility.
Sooner or later one would stnke the machine. It were better _to
face a ten pounder C'lnnon.
·
Much against his will Frank decided to beat a retreat.
He opened the elec:ric lever nud let the machine run out onto tl.Je
plain. But before it had gone fifty yards a casualty·overtook it.
A ilalf spent bowlder struck the machine just forward or the rear
wheel. The B_uckboard came to a bait.
There was a crash and every ,one on board was thrown from his feet.
Frank was the first to recover. 'l'l.Je electric engines were buzzing
and whirring like .a top.
He sprung to the switch and shut oil the current.
Then swift as a llnsb, l.Je opened a port slide and looked under the
machine.
The rear uxle was resting hard against the bowlder, which was
partly shivered by the impact.
•
Some of the steel bracing rods were broken, but Frank could not
see that the machine was otherwise injure!!,
It was a close call. Had the l..owlder struck it M full speed, the result woultl have been sertous.
The really bad effects; as It was, seemed to be the obstruction of the
Buckboard's progress. It could not well be freed from the ob~truc
tion without its inma.tes leaving the interior. And this, to say the
least, was risky just now.
For the bushmen, with yells of triumph, were coming down the
slope to the attack, no douht believing thl!ir foe crippled.
Tbe exigency· was a thrilling oue. But the defenders of the Buckboard were equal to it.
Frank hastily elevated the electric gun to an angle from which he
could train it upon the foe by means of a side port hole.
Then be thrust a projectile into the breech anu adjusted the com- •
pressed air valve.
Barney and Fomp and Stanley hn<! all gone to the rear port holes
with their rilles.
They at once opened fire upon the bushmen.
Tllis was returned sharply, but of course the bullets could do no
harm.
They rattled against the side of the wagon harmlessly. .
But the intent of the bushmen, as could be pluinly seen, was to
attack the wagon bodily.
.
This might resuit seriously for the defenders, particularly i[ the foe
should succeed in getting to chEe quarters.
The machine coulu be badly damaged nod ultimately broken open
by heavy blows.
Tllis contiuge:Jcy was certainly one to be avoid~.
It was necessary to repulse the attack of the foe 11t once.
Should they fail J n this, the worst might be feared.
. " Whorrool" ye!Ted Barney. "Give it to the omadhaunsl Shure
here goes!"
With which he fired his rille. His aim was dell.dly, and one of the
bushmen fell .
But they came down the hill In swarms. Their numbers were beyontl computation at the moment.
.
The defenders of the Buckboard now opened fire.
Frank took careful sight with the electric gun.
He depende1l wholly upon this. He knew full well that the rifl.es
could not hold that immP.ose throng back a moment.
So he mmed the electric gun carefully. Then he pressed the electric laver.
.
CHAPTER VII.
The compressed air escaped with a swish, and straight to the mark
THE BATTLE,
went the projectile.
Frank had aimed at u point directly in front of the advancing
THE bush native bad disappeared with Frank's reply to Martel's
message. Frank brought the Buckboard about, so thut the electric horde. The projectile struck there and exploded.
It wag like a small earthquake.
guu pointed directly to the cave so far above.
'
Up iuto the air stiot a column of earth, uebris, nod a great swath
Some time elapsed. It wns quite a climb up the mountain side,
but the result of Frank's reply to Martel's messa~e was soon made evi· was mowed in ~he ranks of the bushmen.
~t.
•
• It was a frightful blow, and for a moment held them in check.
Frank saw his opportunity, and did not fail to make use of it.
Down from the heights there came a savage and defiant yell.
"That is what I thought!' ~ said Frank, gl"imly. "ll'bey mean busi- Quick as a flash be loaded the gun ago in.
Once more a. terrible explosion followed in the very midst of the
ness, don't they?"
gorge. It did terrible execution.
·"Well, we are ready for them," said Stanley, confidently.
" Bejabers, give it to 'em, Misther Frank I" yelled Barney•
.' Yon are right!"
.
"Shure, it's a b~tio' we'll give 'em this time."
Then with a fearful cry of alarm Frank sprang to the wheel•

•

•

•

•
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Once more the bushmen rallied. They were 'BO strong rn numbers
that they were only checked for a moment.
But Frnnk bad plenty or ammunition. Again and again be fired
at the horde.
•
,
Scores of them were blown into eternity. Their bodies lay in
beaps about.
'
,
While a perfect breastwork bad been erected by the accumullltion or
debris tossed up by the explosive shells, their work was most awful
to witness.
· Several times more t,he bushmen tried to cover the Intervening
space; but the deadly gun blew them back each Lime.
Tbey might as well have tried to stem ttle tide or tbe ocean. It wus
death to a certainty.
And finally this !act became actually impressed upon them. They
broke ranks and incontinently fled.
The rout was most severe. Dozens were picked off by the riflemen
of the Buckbonrd.
•
.
While not one on l:10ard the machine was injured. It was a wonderful escape from what bad seemed like certain deatb,'for to fall
into the bands of the bushmen would have been death.
The defenders or the Buckboard could not repress a cheer.
But Frank Reade, Jr., knew the importance or prompt action.
He called to the otbers.to assist h1m.
" Come!" he cried. " Let us get the machine free or that bowlder
be!are they come again."
" All right, sort" cried Barney, cheerily.
"l'se c.omin', sah," returned Pomp.
Frank touched the electric spring _and the rear curtain rose. Then
a.ll climbeG out.
There was no immediate danger, for they were out of range; quick
action was made.
The bowlder was quickly -p ·ed away and removed. The machine
now rested on the level.
The broken rods were removed and the bent ones straightened. So
far as could be seAn, lit.tle harm had been done the machine.
"All right!" cried Frank, joyfully, as be sprang . aboard. "Now
for a trip up lo the' cavern."
"Then we will beard the lion in his den?" asked Stanley.
''Yes."
" I hope we shall rescue the girl."
"We will try."
•
Frank went to the electric gun and trained it upon the cavern above.
Then be pressed the lever.
A projeotile was sent into the mouth or the cave. It exploded with
terrific force.
_
The way was now clear rot the machine to invade the stll)nghold or
the !Jusbmen.
Accordingly Frank started the Buckboard slowly up the mountaic
side.
'l'he Buckboard had been especially devised for mountain climbing.
But soon an obstacle was encountered which seemed a barrier to
reaching the cavern.
_\. path too nnrrow for the machine to o.'scend was apparen ly ,the
only method of rencbing the cave.
What was to he done?
Tbis was a problem.
\
However, Frank was determined not to be beaten. But ns darkness
was shutting down It seemed unlikely that tlley would be able to do
more that night.
,
The Buckboard was allowed to rest in a favorable position. .\11
were more or less exhausted, nod Pomp proceeded to get the evenwg
meal.
·
But the search-lie:ht was now turned fairly upon the mouth of the
cave, and n close watch or it kept.
"H tbey are in there I'll keep them there!" declared Frank. "If
not, and they try to enter, it will be nt their peril."
• Bu~ not a bushman seemed in the vicinity.
They bad disappeared most mysteriously. Whether they had, abandoned the fight entirely, or were merely indulging in a respite, it was
not easy to say.
After the evening meal was over a discusioR was held.
It was not easy to decide wbnt was the best thing to do.
T1me was valuable, most certainly. It the villain, Martel, should
see that he wns likely to be beaten, no doubt he would kill the fair
captive rather than give her up.
It wns a perplexing problem.
But finally Stanley Martin said:
'' I hnve a plan.':
•
"Ab!'' exclaimed Franlt. "What may it be!"
" We have got to tak8il'a different course, or we shall never save
ber. One of us must try to rescue her by strategy."
" What! Do you think we can cope with such masters of strategy
as these Australian blacks!" asked Frank.
"Yet I see no other way!" replied Stanley, positively. "And I will
say that I am willing to try it.''

9

I shall try tb invade the den, and if poaeible rescue the prlsocer by
strategy.''
.
Frank shook his bead.
"That is rtsky," he said. "I am afraid they will get the best or
you."
"Nothing venture, nothing have!"
" That is true.''
" If I am willing to try it you wlll nqt object!"
"Certainly not.''
Without a word further Martin began his preparations. It was evident that be was In earnest.
The darkness was now intense. Frank watched him a. mClment and
then an inspiration seized him.'
·
" Look here, Stanley!'' he said.
••Well, sir!"
"Are you really in earnest!"
" or course, I am!"
" I dislike to see you go."
\
"Do you!"
"Yes!''
"I am sorry. Bllt I have made up my mind, You will give me
·
credit for good resolution.''
"1 do, but as I said befpre, I dislike to see you gQ alone. I am
going with you.''
Stanley was astounded.
"You?" be gasped,
"Yes.''
"Well, I am glad. Do ;rou really mean that!"
"Why, or course I do." ·
Stanley again expressed his pleasure. Frank now gave explicit
directions to Barney and Pomj:.
11
Hold this position as long as you cnn!" he said. " Don't give ic
up!''
11
Don't yez fear for that, sort" cried Barney, confidently.
Frank now took Stanley by the arm ami. said:
11
I do not propose tbat we shall take any undue risk in this underlaking of ours."
" What do you mean?"
" Have you thought how simple a matter it would be for one of
those poison darts to take us oil'!''
11
Indeed I have."
" Then I propose to use a preventive.''
"A preventive?"
u Yes."
11
What i9 it?"
Frank took from one of the lockers a long deep box or light stained
pine. This be opened and took up a heap or shining steel netting,
There it bung, revealed aa steel net armor, of the very finest and
most pliable pattern.
11
A shirt of mail!" exclaimed Stanley, in amazement.
" Yes, there are three entire suits here. Tiley are made of the best
steel, and will resist any rille ball. They ore my own ltivention.''
" Wonderful!'' cried Stanley, jay!ully. 11 Then we need not rear the
dans!''
11
Not in the least.''
11
Or anything, for that matter!"
11
Except capture. That would not be pleasant. Now put on your
armor.''
In a few moments both men were dressed ill'l the steel net armor.
It fitted them neatly.
Then, with their weapons, they were ready to leave the Buckboar<l.
Ali was stygian gloom as Frank raised the curtain.
• A few parting words of advice to Barney and Pomp acd the two
men vanished In the night.
,
Far above the search-li~bt made tt.e entrance to the cavern as light
as day. Its location could not be mistaken.
And as the two scouts, for such they were; left the Buckboard,
they started directly for it.
They movt>d silently and shadow-like through the gloom.
So far as they could see there was not a bushman in the vicinity.
Ye~. for aught they knew, a hundred might be lurking in the shadows
about.
But cautiously they climbed Ute steep and rocky path to the mouth
of the cavern.
1
Tbns far they felt sure that their motions bad been uulleen. Yet
with every sense upon the alert they entered the cavern.
It was or mighty depth and height. 'l'ruly a better or more inac.
cessible stronghold the bushmen could not have chosen.
And yet no sign of· them was visible.
:q they were in the place they were somewhere in Its depths. Not
a. sound conld be heard which might come from them.
·• That is queer," whispered Frunl\. "Where are they, Stanieyf'
"It · must be that this cavern extends deep into the mountain.
Probably they are In there. Or possibly there is another outlet, and
they have departed altogether.''
"You are right," agreed Frank. "Let us go OQ.-"
Darkness lay before them.
CHAPTER VIII.
or course tl:e rays of the electric light could not penetrate further
A,. RISKY EXPEDITION. '
than the mouth at that angle.
But Frank bad a small electric lamp of his own invention with him
FRANK looked at the young man as if he doubted his sincerity.
for he had foreseen this exigency.
"Do you mean that?" he usked.
This be now empl~ed and with excellent results.
"I do.''
Down through the arches of the cavern the two explorers went.
•• How will you proceed!''
But a surprise was in store for them. The cavern did not extend a
"I shall first visit the cavern. I shall seek the cover of darkness.

,.
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limitless distance into the bowels of the earth as Stanley had imagin·J
ed.
,
·
They suddonly came to a l:nlt.
They were again in outer air. The cavern roof was no longer
abov~ ttem. A more astonishing contingency could hardly have lieen
imagmed.
.
"Well!" exclaimed Frank, in amazement. "Where are we at!''
"Give it up!" repli&d Stanley. "We're certainly out of the cavern."
•' Yes.''
·
"I think I have it.''
"What?"
" 'l'his is the end of the cavern, or rather its other mouth. It Is
merely a passage through the hill,"
·
" I helieve you are riglit. We are then in a sort of pocket in the
h1lls."
"Yes.''
Just at tbat moment Frank gave a great start.
"Lool!" he cried, pointing away into the gloom.
" Whit is it?''
" Con't you see?"
A faint star of light was seen in the distance. The two explorers
regarded it a moment curiously.
·
"It is no~ a camp-lire."
"Nor a torcb!"
"It looks like the light from the window of some dwelling!"
" It may be. At least it is f:>r us to find out, so come along!"
They started away through the gloom. As they were now right In
the enemies' stronghold they extinguished the electric lamp.
The surface of tbe ground beneath their feet was grassy. Above
outlined against the sky on all bands they saw mountain peaks,
Frank's diagnosis that they were in a sort of pockeL or deep valley,
in the hills was correct.
Nature could not have designed a better stronghold for the outlaws
for such the bushmen were.
For some while the two men kept on. Then suddenly Frank clutched Stanley's arm.
" Down!" he gasped.
Down they sank behind a large rock. They were not a mo.nent
too soon.
.
.
Up through the gloom before them loomed two tall forms. Near
enough to be touched as they passed.
It was a narrow escape.
That they were bushmen was certain. Our e:ll:plorers now fuEy
comprehended the risk they were incurring.
They were right in th" midst of the treacherous foe's stronghold.
Their peril was of the most deadly kind.
Of course 'discoJery meant death. The greatest of care must be
exercised.
The rashness of their move could be easily seen. Literally they
were in a trap.
·
It had been easy enough to get into the place. It would be no easy
matter to get out.
But yet neither experienced fear. They were cool and ready to~light
for their lives.
·
"Is the coast clear?" finally Stanley whispered.
"I think so," returned Frank.
"It was a. close call!"
J
,, We made a great mistake in coming in here. I am afraid we will
yet be captnr!Jd!"
"Let us hope not.''
"I wish we could get the machine up here.''
I
" Yes, it would be an easy matter to capture the place then; perhaps we ·61111.11 tind another entrance;"
For some while longer they waited to make sure that tbe coast wus clear; then' tbey ventured to go on.
.
For neither thought of turning back. Now that tbey were ln the
pocket, they were determined to stay there until something was accomplished.
For somewhile they had kept on. Then they became satisfied beyond all dooht that the s~ar of light which they had seen, came from
the window of a cabin or native hut.
7
"Perhapl! that is the prison of Mabel Harcourt,'' ventured Stanley.
"Is it not likely!"
"It is possihle," agreed Frank, "We will try and 1lind out."
"You are right, we will.''
Stanl~y was now all eagerness. He pushed forward impetuously,
and this very anxiety came near costing him his life.
Soddenly dark forms seemed to swann about the two explorers.
Where they came from was not evident to either.
But they were instantly surrounded by a legion of foes.
Hr.d it not been for the armor at that moment their career would
have quickly closed.
For a shower of darts literally rained against the steel meshes. Any
one of these would have been fatal.
" We are in for it, Frank," gasped Stanley Martin. "We've got
to fi~ht!"
" Yes, lo(Jk out for yourself. We must separate!" cried Frank.
The young inventor instinctively realized that this was the only
safe move to make. This would certainly have the effect of dividing
the force of enemies-·a desirable end.
So Frank plunged one way and Stanley the other. But the blacks
closed m upon the young New Yorker in a swarm.
He s~nggered, reeled nnd went down with his foes close upon him.

CHAPTER IX.
FRANK HAS A NARROW ESCAPE.

BuT Stanley Martin was not the sort to yield so long a.s be had
I breath
and strength left. .
.
.
.
.
He was mstantly upon hl!l feet. Rtght m to the mulst of h1s foes be
I plunged.
Right and left he whirled his clubbed rille, for at such short range

\

it was useless to stand and lire,
·
The bushmen went down like ten pins.
The athle~ic young American literally cleared his path.
Then away he dashed into ~be gloom at random.
Arid after htm came the legion of shadow forms.
He strained every nerve to distance them.
But this was not so easy. 'l.'hey clung to hts heels liKe hornets.
The poison darts rattled against the steel meshes of his armor.·
But finally tile pace began to tell.
He gained on his pursuers, and after a time experienced the satisfaction of knowing that he was getting the best of the race.
Hut yet he had been unable to shape his course. He had been
dashing on at random.
And suddenly be felt the earth give way beneath him, he fell
through space into cool waters which closed ever him.
Meanwhile Frank Reade, Jr., was having fully as tbrilling an ex- .
perience.
.
'J.lbe bushmen were close upon him in a mad foot race for life.
But fortunately Frank had taken a straight course for the cave. As
he ran on he became aware of Lhis.
The glare from the electric light was reflected upon the sky. Tnis
guided him.
Frank was a .swift runner, and the bushmen did not gain upon him.
He reached the enLrance to the cavern. But here dark forms arose
in his path,
Only lightning quickness and the best of judgment saved him then.
Quick as a flash he let out with his lists, for he had thrown his rille
away. Down went the man in front of bim.
The next one made a blow at hiin with a knife; but the steel mail
turned aside the blade easily.
Again Frank struck out savagely with his mailed hand. There is
no race on earth equal to the American for lightmg at fisticufl's,
The bushmen evidently did not understand the craft, for Frank
knocked them down like wooden pegs.
They could not star:d up before him a moment.
But he saw that it was necessary to make the quickest sort of an
effort to break through them.
They were closing upon him with thA greatest of rapidity; of course
weight of numners would tell against him.
But Frank was j•1st in time.
Through the lin,e of foes he burst; he dashed through the cavern
and emerged into the glare of the search-light.
At that moment he was seen by Barney and Pomp, who were below
on the Buckboard.
"Golly!" cried Pomp, "dat. am Marse Frank.
"Begorra, ph were's Stanley?'' asked Barney.
"I done fear he am killed or mebbe tal, en prisoner.''
" Bejabers, if that's so bad ces to the omauhouns."
• With which Barney turned the electric gun upward, He wailed until Frank bad got into the path.
The mouth of the cavern was tilled with bushmen.
Barney pressed the levl"r.
There was a terrific exnlosion 1n the mouth of the cavern. The bushmen were stricken down in heaps.
As the smoke clearad away, they had disappeared, retreating int()
the cavern.
A few moments later Frank Read>:!, Jr., reached the machine.
Barney raised the steel curtain and -Frank spruiJg aboarrl. They
were overjoyed to greet him, but Barney cried:
"F1utb, sor, an' pbwhativer has become of the other gintleman?"
" We sep11rated,'' declarsd Frank. "I hope harm has not comet()
him. I almost feel bound to go to his aid.''
"Shure, sor. I nope as how no harm will com'.l to him, .as it's a.
broth av a boy be i!!!" cried, Bllrney.
Frank now began to worry about Stanley. He kept a constant
watch for him.
But as time passed and he did not appear, the very worst of fears
assailed him.
• What should he do?
He felt in duty bound to go to the assistancA of the young New
Yorker. But how was he do it!
"Oh, if there was only a way in which' we could get the machine up
to the mouth of the <Javern!" he cried.
·
The cavern was truly w1de enough for the machine to pase through.
Bot the path was too narrow.
Some hours passed, and Frank grew extremely uneasy.
It was then that a new idea occurred to him.
If he could only climli the mountain at some other place, it was
possibl" that he could get a position from which at least the pocket
or Inner valley could be covered by the electric gun.
This might enable him to drive the bushmen from their stronghold,
and at le~J.St be could learn the fate of Stanley Martin.
The gray light of dawn was breaking in the east.
Frank started the Bockboarrt along the base of the mountain.
But a short distance beyond the cliff he found an accessfble point.
Up the ascent the Buckboard went.
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Gradually he crept upward. From that height an extended view or
the countrv could be bad.
The top of the mountain was rough and crag"')·
But Frank round a pass which seemed to lead over the elevlltion.
After some hours or slow work the Buckboard actually crossed the
mountain range.
The region beyond could be seen.
There were boundless plains and lakes or water. Dense forests extended to the nortl1ward.
Deep in the heart of the hills was the pocket. It seeme4 almost in·
accessible.
But the Buckboard picked its way along until arrived at a point
just above it.
,
And here to Fr11nk's joy be saw a smooth descent. Down this the
machine went until it rolled out upon the floor of the valley.
'But not a sign or the enemy was to be seen. What d1d it mean?
A small creek or stream or water flowed through the valley, and ran
into a subterranean passage in the mountain.
At the upper end of the valley a small hut, made of palm logs and
thatched with wild grass, was seen.
This was the hut in which Frank and Stanley bact seen the light the
night before. Frank·critically surveyed the vicinity.
" That is queer!" be exclaimed. " What has become or them all?"
He took a run around the valley with "the Buckboard, but not Qne of
the bushmen was in sight.
It certainly lookl:ld as if the valll:ly was really deserted.
Snrpnsed beyond measure, Frank approached the cabin. The door
was open and It seemect empty.
The young inventor opened the steel curtain, and leaped down from
the Buckboard"\
He approached the cabin boldly. He entered it, and saw that it was
on ten an ted.
But there was every indication that it had been lately occupied, and
as Frnnk looked curlOU9iy about he was given a great start.
In on'.l corner or the one room of the cabin was a tal.Jie.
Sticking u~l in the center of this was a keen bladed knife.
To his astonishment Frank saw that it pinned a scrap of paper
down upon the wood. He saw tbaL then! was a scrawling bit of
handwriting on it.
It was done in blood, aud read:
" ): e will never catch the fox. When ye get well into ther trap, we
will spring it on ye. · Take warning! Look out for yerselves, .
" Yures with hatred,
" LEON MARTEL."

Frank turned about with a grim smile. He went back to the Buc;.board.
.
" Shore, sor, an' phwat do yez think of it?" asked Barney. " Ph were
iver have the spal peens gone?"
" They have g.iven us the slip that is evident," declared Frunk.
" But never mind, we will come up with them yet.''
"Golly, Marse Frank,'' cried Pomp, " wba'ebber hab become of
Marse Staulev?''
Frank coul;l not answer this question.
He was prone to admit that 1t was a mystery; yet he feared the
worat.
·
_
" It may be that be is in hiding somewhere," he declare(]. " Let
us hope so anyhow."
" Bejabers, I'm aftber rearin' the worst," said Barney, sol.Jerly.
"Shure, it's too bad it is."
F'ank knew that there was no use in remaining longer in the valley. The bushmen were not there.
But be considered the fee.sibility of leaving the place by another
way, if such existed.
•
So he sent the machine around the valley looking for such. This
resulted in the discovery of a small pass at the north end.
Fortunately it was wide and clear enough or obstacles to admit or
tile passage of tbe machine.
After following this tor a time the Buckboard came out upon the
opposite side of the mountaln range and upon the border or the
plain.
Here a literal colony or jack-rabbits w!lre seen. They covered acres
of ground with their burrows.
" 'l'he pest of this country,'' declared Frank. " There are parts of
Australia where they have totally ruined the country and driven the
settlers out." •
"Shure, sor, it would be foine hunting beret" cried Barney.
"Some av thim toine gentlemen in New York should cum out here
an' thry it."
"They would find a surfeit,'' laughed Frank. "I have no doubt
Austmhan settlers would welcome them, and pay them a large
bounty."
"Golly! l'se jes' gwine to hab a rabbit stew afo' I leaves dis pabtl"
cried Pomp, with glistemng eyes.
The machine here came to a stop. Frank was literally in a quan·
dary as to what it was best to do.
But suddenly, while in this state or mind, some startling incidents
at once claimed his attention.
"Sl1ure, ~fisther Frankl" cried Barney, wildly, from the. forward
compartment. "Wud yez Ink at this horrible baste corning fer us?''
Frank Rprung to the forward window and glanced out. He saw a
strange and monstrous animal of an nnknown apieces, which bad just
emerged from the bush.
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CH.,WTER X.
SUiiTERRA~EAN

ADVENTURES.

BuT what of the fate or Stanley Martin 1 We h1ft him in rather a
serious predicament.
The fall which be experienced was over the bank into tbe creek,
and <towu into the water be went with a splash.
Hi(i pursuers of course were familiar with the locality and easily
avoided his mishap.
'l'he bushmen paused on the !:lank, and for a moment seemed at a
loss what to do.
Then they filled the air with hoarse cries, and some or them ran
down the bank following the course or the stream, while others plung01d
into tbe water.
But not a trace of the 'fugitive could they lind.
Stanley bad mysteri(\usly vanished. ·
They were off the scent.
Torches were produced and the Sllnrch continued, but in vain. The
bushmen naturally concluded that the fugitive bad sank never to rise
again, and that he was dead.
Accordingly after awhile they ~rt the vicinity.
But Stanley bad not gone down to his death. His ePcape, however, was a most miraculous one.
The current at this point was quite swift. It carried him over some
rapids, and be could barely manage to keep himself afloat.
He waa a strong swimmer, and this counted greatly in his favor.
He made no efl'ort ~o gain the shore. He knew that his best move
would be to, if possible, fioat down the current until he bad thrown
his pursuers off the track.
The steel armor which be wore weighted him down very heavily. It
was with extreme difficulty, aided by the swift water, that he kept up.
He bad the satisfaction or knowin;; that hie foes bad given over thd
chase, and that be bad really given them the slip.
Bot now a new danger arose, and one which he bad not anticipated.
Suddenly a cavernous touring seemed to sweep down over him.
Stars and sky were instantly abut out.
All b(~Came Stygian gl0om.
• Where was be?
He was still afloat and yet breathed. He certainly .was not beneath
·
the surface.
Just at that moment he put out his hand an<t felt a cold, slimy surface at his right. Then far back of him he saw a circular patch of sky
fast fading out.
" My soul!" he reflected, " this creek runs underground, and the
current has carried me thither.''
A momentary thrill of horror cam~ over him.
He retlected upon what a fearful tbing it would .be to be carried into •
the bowels of the earth in this way.
"God help mel" he groaned. "I shall never see the light of day
aaainl''
"But only for a moment was the young New Yorker thus depressed.
Grit was one of his peculiar qualities, and he had plenty dr it. It
now came to his relief.
It was madness to attempt to swim up agamst the current.
He would not attempt that. He clung to the hope that the stream
would soon come to tba surface again.
Jn that case he would l.Je doutlly certain of safety from his enemies.
He could gam the shore and find his way back to the Buckboard perhaps before morning.
·
Then for the tirst time he thought or Frank Rende, Jr., an.d wondered what was his fate.
Had he beers killed or captured by the foe?
Stanlay hoped sincerely that he bad been lucky enough to escape
even as be bad.
1
But the young New Yorl,er now {elt his strength giving out. His
armor was a terrible handicap.
He was tempted to remove it and leL it go to the bottom. He decided to do this if it should so happen that it became necessary in
order to preserve his lite.
Down tbe current be still continued to float.
Suddenly he was given a thrilling start. This was at the plainly
audible and nearLy sounc of human voices!
"Jupiter!" he muttered. " What is coming IIOWT"
He instantly raised himself out or the water. Far below and at a
point toward which he was rapidly drifting be saw a v·ery bright light.
Jt was that of a tire, aa he plainly saw. Also ther :were smaller
lights !lashing like torches.
"What am I coming to!" be muttered. "This js very queer!"
But be could not have checl<ed his course at this point bad be desired to do so.
Tb~ current was very swift.
He was carried down rapidly, and
sud1lenly came out in a great pool, the smooth surface of which was
fire-lit.
He saw the high arches of a mighty cavern chamber?
It extended far back from the banks or ~be creek, where he saw a
huge tire and a group or forms.
Upon the bank were drawn out a number of rough dugout canoes,
and a huge raft.
"What lll.anuer"'Of settlement is this!" reflected Stanley. "Is it an
und11rground retreat or MartelT"
Then his heart leaped as be thought or the possibility that accident,
or a happy chance had really carried him into the bushmen's den, and
. possibly he would be enabled to effect the rescue or Mabel Harcourt.
j With this thought, his whole being thrilled, and be thought of notb·
ing else.
.
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CHAPTER XI.
New strength came to him, and in the still waters of the pool be
lloated for o. few moments deliberating upon the best o.td s~fest move
CAPTURE OF MARTEL.
to make.
FaA rr READE, JR., w_as aslOunded at sight of the strange beast
This seemed to be to drift llown beloiJ> the co.mp-flre and gain the
which had appeared from the Australian bush.
shore there unseen by any of the foe.
"Be me sow!!" cried Barney, wiloly. "Did yez iver see the lolkes!"
In this attempt he passed very close to the end of the raft.
As for Pomp, he stood with mouth agape.
A deadly fear assailed him that he might be seen by t)le bushmen as
It was a giant creature truly, and in build resembled very much the
he was directly in the glare of the light.
But he reached the raft safely.
girafie of Africa.
Fully twenty feet in height, it towered abovo the adventurers like a
He clutched the corner with one band; voices were near at band.
veritable Jumbo of its species.
He saw a tall form between him and the tirelight.
It seemed to be a berl.Jivorous animal, feeding upon the tree
Instantly he recognized it as that of a whit.e mao. Before him stood
tops, and Frank saw at once that it dontltless was a rare specimen of
several blacks. He was ad<lressing them nngrily.
"Now ye IJlack devils," be said, with an oa1h, "if ye don't keep a species supposed by zoologists to be for centuries extinct.
good watch over that gal, I' I cut yer hearts out! See! mind what I
" Be me sow!, it's a molly~obbler!" screamed Barney, spring to the
lever. " Sure, it'll ate us all up.''
say!''
•
" Hold on!" cried Frank. " Don't start the machine yet."
"Mercy," thought Stanley, " that is Martel himself. What if he
Frank believed that they were at a sufficient distance from the monshould get his eye on me!"
But yet the young American wns so anxious to hear and see all that ster to be safe. Moreover he was desirous of scrutinizing the strange
he yet clung to the raft.
anirr.al.
h rem awed in its first position at sight of the Buckboard a'nd seemThe blacks made reply to Martel-abjectly in· broken Englidb. The
ed to regard the machine in surprise and not a little of alarm.
villain continued:
FranK studied tile creature a moment. Then be picked up his
"I'm going back arter the others. Now don't ye let that gal es·
cape!"
rille.
With which Martel sprung int.o a canoe nod pushed out Into the
" Let us try a shot at it," he cried, and polled the trigger.
current. He passed perilously near Stanley.
Crack!
1
The lleast threw up its head and emitted a lou<! roar. Then without
But fortunately he did not see him.
furt!Jer comment it turned and incontinently fled.
The sensations of the young American can be better imagined than
Frank sprung to the lever and sent the machine after it.
described. He was m the caotor's stronghold and almost in the
Truly, this was rare sport-hunting animals of a prehistoric age,
prllsence of the prisoner. Why should ~1e not succeed in the rescue!
Filled with thl'illiug hope an d daring resolve, he dropped away from and long ago supposed to be extmct.
But the machine was barred by the density of the brush. The giant •
the raft and swam leisurely under the high banks.
beast made good its escape to Frank's keen regret.
He had been unseen.
"That is too bad!" he cried. "I would much have liked to know
or this be felt sure.
He waited until tile canoe in which was Martel, had passed ft·om what manner of creature it was.''
sight. As the canoe passe<l through the lire light once, Martel turuell _ "Begorra, I've seen sich a thing in me dreams!'' exploded Barney,
" but sure I've niver eeeu the loikes al'"ake!"
his face toward him aud Stanley sa w his face plainly.
'
" Golly, I done fink if dat old chap should a-bit dis yer Buckboard
It was of a coarse and cruel type. He wore a ilerce mustache and
with his feet, he'd hab sent us chillnos to kingdom come!" averred
imperial.
"'l'ruly he looks the villo.in that he is reported to be," thought Pomp.
Stanley.
·
" No doubt of tho.t," sai<l Frank, with a laugh, "but such creatures
After the canoe had vanished tbe young American began to lay his generally do not have the courage."
The
Buckboard now followed along the base of the hills for a ways.
plans for the accomplishing of his pnrpose.
Suddenly Frank saw the glimmer of water just abea<l.
He drew himself out of the water and peered over the eqge of the
bank.
,
" That's queer," he muttered. "If it is a stream, where can it come
Tbe floor of the caver here was dead level for a distance back into from?"
-· the l:{loom.
He quickened speed, and very soon the mystery was -solved.
The Buckboard came out of a deep growth or bush, and was hrought
- Hll saw the fire made of a peculiar kind of coal which is found in
those mouctaius, and about it were grouped a hundred or more. of to a stop upon the banks of a wide and deep creek or small river..
the bushmen.
What was more, this stream flowed out of a high arched cavern in
They Wtlre engaged in various occupations; but the sight which the mountain wall.
Frank understood the case at once.
thrilled Stanley the most was just beyond !Jte circle of firelight.
There, sitting upon a ternporary coucbf or divan of s kios, was a
" This is th~ same stream which !lows through the inner valley!" he
youcg girl, pallid and careworn in feature, yet transcendently beau- cried. " I understand it now!"
tiful.
.
"Begorra, mebi.Hl the spalpeeus escaped be this same way," cried
" It is she," muttered Stanley with a thrill. " Merciful powers! She Barney.
is divinely lovely. Her picture does not half do htlr justice!"
The same thought had occurred to Frank.
Mal>el Harcourt was gazing despairingly into the gloom and exact" Perhaps so!'' he agreed.
ly toward Stauley.
Then he opened the curtain of the Buckboard ami stepped :>ut. He
For a reoment the young adventurer fancied that she must see him. went down to the river's edge.
He was even temptnd to arise aud attempt to catch her glance. But
Here he could look up iDLo the cavern for some ways to where it
second thought couTinced him of the danger of this.
took a bend.
•
The wa~er surged down through it quite rapidly. But ·now Frank
Risks he must not take.
He knew that these bushmen were the most watchful and trencher· was rewarde<\iwith a startling discovery.
ons of human beings.
Tbie was in the shape of a number of footprints in the saud by the
It would be necessary for him to remain constantly upon his guard.
water's edge.
This be proceeded to do.
'l'bey were quite distinct and plainly the footprints of the natives.
Bnt all the while be was busy formulating a. plan for the rescne.
"Ab," he muttered, "they made a landing here. That exp!air.s
He considered the Idea ol bringing one of the. canoes down under much."
•
the bank where he could readily get iuto it.
He examined the footprints attentively. Then he looked again into
Then he watched for an opportunity to let Mabel know of his pres- the cavern.
nee. Fortune favored him.
He was given a mighty !tart of surpris~.
He succeeded in getting the canoe and then retutned to the bank.
Around the bend in the cavern there had shot into view a small
1'o his joy he found that the bushmen had in a body retired into , the raft. Upon It were four men.
cave, leaving only two ol their number with the girl.
Three of them were blacks and one was a white man.
One or these was buoy on the raft. The other sat not far from her,
An instant comprehension of tbe truth Jlashed upon Frank. He
engaged in gnawing a bone hke a hungry dog.
sprang back with a sharp cry.
,
With the utmost of care Stanley now began to creep towards the
The men on the raft had not seen him. He rushed back to the
fire. The bushman's back was turned to him.
machine.
He trusted w fortune that the fellow on the raft should not see him.
"Run her into the bush, Barney," be cried. "Get her ont or sight.
But just at that moment Mabel turned her gaze upon him.
We have a golden opportunity to bag our game.''
It was a critical moment.
"Shure, sor," cried t.be astonished Celt, "phwat is it?"
'
For an ir:staut her lips parted as if to emit a cry of great joy. Then
"Never mind. Do as I teU yoa and then come down here with
her face regained its mobility and one finger was pressed to her lips.
your rifle.''
It was .a rare bit or sense upon her part, and showed great self·
Barney at once obeyed.
commana.
A moment later he was with Frank by the riverside.
As for Stanley, he stood like one in a spell, looking at her.
Then the youur: inventor explained the situation.
Her transcendent bea.u~y lor a moment held him spellbound. But
"I believe it is Martel!" be cried. "II we could only cnpture him I
the critical nature or the situation brought him t.o himself.
am sure that we can secure the captive girl."
He made a swift gesture to her and then cropt on.
" Shurtl, sor, we'll do it!" cried Barney.
But it was lmpOS<iible to evade the keen sense of intuition possessed
So the two watchers 'c:rouched down in the bush and waited for the
by the bushman. Suddenly be whirled like a !lash and confronted raft to appear.
Stanley.
Very soon it shot out of the cavern. The four occupants poled it to
For a moment the two deadly foes stood racing each other thus.
the shore. Then the white man sprang out upon the bank •

..
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As he stood there a tall, powerful 1nan, with bard, cruel features,
Frank recognized him from description as Mart I.
The young inventor gazed somewhat curiously at the vii in.
Truly, be was a p.,rrect type of the brute.
Upon springang ashore, Martel reined a shower of curses upon the
blacks aucl crieu:
"Go on do.~n to the sand bar. Wait for me there. I 'will stop
here!"
The three bush natives obeyed. The raft went on down with the
current.
Martel watched them until a bAnd in the river hid them from sight.
~hen be turned.
But a8 he did 80 i~ was to come face to face with Frank Reade, Jr.
It wali a tallleau.
Frank held a revolver carelessly in his hand, and Barney stood at
his stmulder. Martel turned livid.
)
" The devil!'' be e:asped.
•
"The devil is not- here," said Frank, coolly, "but no doubt he will
claim you some day.''
A tJiss escapetl the villain's lips. His form quivered as if for a
spring, but Frank coolly brough!,.. the revolver up on a level with his
heart..
"Hands up I"
Martel hesitated.
'l'lle revolver hammer clicked orninou9ly. Slowly the villain obeyed.
A deadly light of batfled hatred shone in his eyes.
"Who the devil are you?"
"I am Fran k Reade, Jr.''
"Curses I"
•· The tables are turned, my friend. lL looks as if you were iu' my
power.''
"Bah! ,with a snap of my lingers I can bring a hundred men here
in a moment.''
"And with the slightest pressure of my linger!" declared Frank.
"1 can blow you into eternity."
" Will you do it!"
·
•· No.''
"Why do you spare my life! I would not spare yours."
"I have a purpose!"
..
"What is it!"
''I want the release of .the 'girl whom you bold captive.''
" Perdition I I will never give it."
" Then you will die!"
Frank's eye glanced along tbe b'arrel. But he did not fire. In spite
of his bravndo the villain cowered.
"Well!" be gritted, t!ually, "how can I compromise? Yon most
pay me somll ransom."
"Not a cent!"
" Well, all right. I will accept the terms."
" Good! produce the girl!"
'l'hc~ villain took a step backward.
· " Where are you going!''
• · "To gel tlae girl.''
Frank laugheil sardonically.
"Do you think I'm a fool!" ha asked.
"What do you mean!"
~ "You would not return."
"Won't ye take my word!''
"Not for a cent!"
"Well, then," growled the wretch, "What are ye going to do about
it? I can't do nuthlu' else.''
"Ye3, you can."
· f' "Wbt.t?"
.
"Recall one of your minions and send him after her. When you
deliver her safe and sound into our hands, life and li';erty are your~.
Not until then!''
.
Martel indulged in a. storm of curses. He obstinately refused to accede to this demand.
" Barney!" said Erank, coolly. •' Put the manacles ,on him!"
15arney advanced with a pair of handcuffs in his hands.
It was but a moment's work to SIICUre the villain's writs.
"Now," said Frank, coolly, "we'll take you aboard the machine."
Martel made no resistance now; but there was a leering, furt.ive
1 express~n in his eyes.
Very soon all were on board the Buckboard. The villain wns placed
iltt!:_he rear compartment. Frank went forward to the battery.
•
He had decided upon a prompt move.
He knew that only the most extreme of measures would compel
Martel to come to terms.
"I'll break his temper,'' chuckled the young in\>'entor.
He drew a coil of wire from a locker and connected it with a disc.
He d<¥Jned some insulated gloves, and then connectecl the wire with
tbe dynamos.
Ba::k to the machine's rear compartment he went. Barney stripped
the feet of the villuin.
"Martel," said Frank, sternly, "I am going to take severe mens·
ures with you. Once again, will you give up the girl?"
"Not unless ye trust to my word to fetch her,'' gritted the villain.
Frank said no more.
He applied the disc to the villain's feet.
The effec ~ was thrilling. A loud yell of agony pealed from his lips.
Again and again Frank applied the disc.
But it was not until the sixtb trial that Martel gave in. Then he
was like a whipped cur.
·
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"I give in!" he gritted. "Let up! I'll do what you say.'!
"Good for you!'' said Frank grimly. "The sooner you do it the
better."
Martel took a whistle from his pocket. Again and flgnin be sent
shrill blasts upon the air.
Soon a distant answer came back.
Five-ten minutes elapsed. Then a number of blacks appeared
upon the battks of the stream.
Martel called one of them to the machiqe and gave him orders.
The native quickly dilparted.
\
_
It looked like a victory for Frank Reade, Jr., and the Electric
Buckboard.

•

CHAPTER XII.
STANLEY AND MABEL ESC.I.PE.

Bur Frank hnd not yet done with the villain.
" Martel," he said, sternly, "I'm going to ask you a question, and
I want you tell me the truth.''
·
" Well!'' replied the felrow, sullenly.
" Have you another pnsoner?''
Martel looked surprised.
"No," he replied.
" Are you telling me the trut\1 !''
" Of course I am!"
" One of our party, a young man named Stanley Martin, disap·
peared last night. Can you tell me whether be was captured or klll·
ed!"
:Martel's face lit up.
" Ob, 1 remember!" he cried. " Wall, I r ..ckoned he was drowned.''
"Drowned?"
•
"Yes. My men chased him inter tter creek. He went cown, but
didn't com~ up.''
"Are you sure of that!"
"Yas.''
1
Fraud turned aside to hide his emotion. It was terrible to think of.
"Poor Stanley is gone!" he mutter,ed. "His l'arents will be tJeart
broken!"
Barney and Pomp were deeply affected by the report. Stanley was
·
much liked by all.
Time went by. It seemed an age before t.lle reply came to the message sent by Martel.
•
Then a distant whistle was heard.
" There he is1" cried the villain.
He answered the whislle. A short while later the same black who
bad gone upon the errand, appeared in the clearwg by the river.
He approached the machine rapidly.
"Well," growled Martel, "whar's the girlf'
The black was alone. He made a gesture of dismay.
" She gone!'' be enid, in rude English.
"Gone!" roared Martel. ·• What do you mean!"
The black then explained that she had been stolen away by some
one in their absence; that she was out of their bands.
The fury of Martel knew no bounds. He raved likA a madman, and
stormed furiously about the vicimty as well as he could, with his
hands manacled.
·
But he wns not any more astonished than was Frank Reade, Jr.
'!he young inventor was puzzled.
What did it mean?
Who bad rescued Mabel! Then like a revelation t thrilling thought
came to him. Was it Martin!
Had be escaped and accomplished the grandest of nets! Frank
was willing to believe it.
.
" He is certainly a hero," be mutt'ered, " if !Je has done that tiling.
But where are they r::ow!"
"Wall," said Martel, turning to Frank, "what are you goio'.to do
about it! The girl ain't in my bands.''
" I shall wait until she is found,'' repl_ied Frank.
" But ye ain't going to keep me prisoner, are ye!"
" Why, certainly."
•
" But hang it, it'd a great damage to me. I must get away from
here.''
" I don't know any good reason why I should respect your feelings
in tbe matter," sai<l Frank. "If I were in your power I should expect
scant mercy. I do not intend to use you unjustly.''
"Curse ye! l'lr come square with ye if I have ter rise from the dead
to do itl'' raved the villain.
Frank had now decided to leave the spot.
He bad in a measure guessed at the llkkely course pursued by Martin.
If he bad drifted down the river into the cavern, very likely, after
rescuing Mab~ be had kept on and emerged at this very spot.
In that event he was very likely far down ,the stream somewhere.
Therefore Frank decided to follow on down through the plain • .
So he shut down the curtains with a snap, leaving Martel in the rear
compartment.
The 'Buckboard started upon its r.ourse, but at that rnoment a sbo wer of poisoned darts came rattling against the curtains.
Of course no harm was done.
Bot glancing back through a loopiaole Frank saw a legion of the
wretches swarming intlla the open.
But the Buckboard ~n left th em in the rear.

•
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Straigllt on down the coli'rse of the little stream went the mnchine at
full speed.
Let us return to the cavern and to brave Stanley Martin whom we
left face to face with the bushman who was guarding the captive
gu·l.
The situation was a thrilling one and to a mun possessed or less
coolness of nerve, it would have been serious in<!eed.
.
But Stanley acted with great promptness and courage.
The bushman's lips were parted to give the yell of warning and his
~rand was upon his dagger.
But swifter than thonght Stanley sprung forward. He had no weap~
on of any kind but his fist came in contact with tl.:e bushman's skull.
The fellow went down as ir kicked by a horse. Not a whimper escaped his lips so timely was the blow.
l
Then Stanley with both hands extended spr~ng toward the captive

gl~~r the

first time their glances met. Was it intuition or a natural
attraction that instinctively drew each toward the other. 'l'he magn~t of Jove at first sight seemed to here have found veril!catiou.
Neither ever forgot the sensation or that first meeting.
" Courage, Miss Harcourt. I am here to rescue you," said Stanley,
in thrilling tCJnes. " I am Stanley Martin, a stra~;ger but a friend."
" Heaven be praised!" exclarmed Mallei, fulsomely. "I havl:l prayed for this, and my supplication bas found answer."
" Y.:>u are strong!"
"Yes!"
"Then come with me. We have no time to lose. J .fear-ah!"
At that moment the bushman on the raft turned his head that wny.
The result wns exciting.
The fellow sent up a yell thut made the arches of the cavern ring.
For a moment Stanley's blood seemed freezing in his veins.
But he quickly recovere,1 • .He dragged rn.ther than led M~>llel across
the cavern to the bank of the stream.
The bushman llad seized.his lllow pipe and sent a poison dart a;
Stanley.
It struck him full and fair in the side.
Had it not bten for the armor that moment would have been his
last. He instinctively realized the risk of the slluation for his fair
companion.
·.
Should one of ~he dendly darts bit her-he shut his teeth together
wiLh a snap and picked her up bodily jn his arms.
Dow·n the bank be sprang.
" Lie down in the canoe!" he cried. " You must not be struck by
those darts."
" But you!'' she asked, with a light of fear ln her eyes,
"I am protected. I wear a suit of armor."
Out into the pool shot the ct.noe. Stan ley bent to the paddle.
The bushmen came in bot pursuit. The answering cries or the
others could be heard.
There was no trme to Jose.
The blacks' canoe came swiftly after Stanley. 'l'be latter saw that a
collision was imminent. He was hardly prepared for a light at close
quarters.
Ob, for a pistol that he might check the career of the fellow at once!
He did not fear for himself but for his fuir charge.
Lustily·stanley bent to the paddle. ?.Iallel
crouched low in the light
1
crafL
But now the firelight began to die out and they plunged into the
murky darkness of tile subterranean cavern.
.
· Swift rapids caught the light craft and carrieJ it at rapid speed
down the stream. This wns the last that Sto.nley saw of his pursuer .
.Alter a time tbe young New Yorker berame satlsl!ed that he bad
distanced h1m. For a long time both sat in silence in the canoe.
Tbey finally began to talk. Stanley described bow he had chanced
to become her rescuer, told her or the electric Buckboard and of Frank
Reade, Jr.
She listened with deepest intarest.
" Oh, you .Americans are wonderful people!" she cried.
Then she told of ber adventures and her persecution by her captors.
But from the first she bad clung to the belief that she would be res·
cued .
Tbue chatting time passed rapidly to the two young people. They
were suddenly aroused, hJwever, by an unlooked for happening.
The canoe suddenly struck an obstacle and stopped. Stanley put
his hand over toe ..gunwale and felt that they had grounded up:)U a
·roclc
Then he drew a match from his pocket and lit it. By its transient
light be saw that they were at a junction where the 'creek divi:led its
waters.
Which way should they go!
Stanley dislodged the canoe and chose the left hand course. He
little knew at the moment that by so domg be bad saved their lives.
For far down the right hand passage was another underground rendezvous or the bushmen. And there they wou!G have encountered
.Mo.rtel.
It was not long now before the light canoe came out into the open
air. It was the break of dny.
Stanley allowed the canoe to drift on down the stream for some
miles. Then reckoning that there were beyond pursuit, be ventured
to go ashore.

He made a firs by which to dry their damp clothing. Two hours
later Stnnley said:
,
"Reo.lly, I am in a quandary. Which direction shall we take? We
cannot safely remain here."
"Home is to tha westward," said Mabel. "I think if we were to
make a detour by yonder spur of the mountains we may lind a pass
by which to reach the bush plain beyond."
"Mercy on us!'' exclaimed Stanley, with perturbation, "you can
never atan<l 1t to walk thither!"
"Oh, yes I cnn !"
"You bad bet~tlr Jet me find a safe hiding place for you. Then I
will rro on and hunt up my friends and the machine.''
"Oh, I am strong I" she cried, lightly. "Girls in .Australia are
trained to walk long distances. Do not fear for me."
So they set forth.
Molle! proved as good as her word. For some hours they kept on.
Then suddenly a distant welcome sound wns beard. It was a rumble which Stanley knew was caused by the wheels of the Buckboard.
He sent up a shout, which was instantly answered by a rifle shot.
CHAPTER XIII.
THE

END.

THE next moment the Buckboard came In sight. It was indeed a
fortunate chance which had brought them to this spot so oppor.
tun ely.
Frank bad followed the strenm down until the canoe and the foot
prints of the fugitives were round.
The rest was easy.
'Iho greeting was a warm one. They were quickly on board the
machine. Martel now clamored for his rt~lease.
"No,'' replied Frank. "I r.m not under obligations to release you
now, as the prisoner was rescued.''
" But what are ye going to do with me?" asked the villain, in dismay.
"I am going to deliver you tip to Governor Archibald at Keats."
" But they'll hang me!"
" Do you not deserve it?"
.
In vain the wretch pleaded. Frank was as g.JOd as his word. When
the Bucl,board reached Keats a general ovation was given them.
'l'he rescue of Mabel Harcourt made Leonard Harcourt nigh insane
with joy.
The capture or Martel wns an achievement or which too much could
cot be snid. Frank Reade, Jr., llecame a hero.
For several days the Buckboard remained in Keats. The occasion
was a continuous fete for the travelera.
'l'hen the BJckhoard went on its projected trip across Arnhem
Land.
A book could be written upon the experiences of the party. But as
this story has to do only with the rescue or Mabel Harcourt, we will
not attempt to follow them.
In due co'lrse of time, after the wild region had been pretty well
explored, the Buckboard returoed to Keats.
Captain Benton with the Raven had put m there for a day upon a
retum trip to Java,
The Buckboard was therefore once more packed iu sections for
transponatiou home.
.All were sun-llurned and b3.rdened by the experience under the
Australian sun. Their spirits were brgh.
But when the hour for sailing came Frank Reade, Jr., and Bo.rney
and Pomp were given a great surprise.
•
A great crowd had gathered at the wharf to see them off. The
governor was there, and Mr. Harcourt with Mabel.
Stanley Martin stood witil the Harcourts. Just as the plank was
about to be drawn, Frank cried:
"Hello, Stanley! Hurry up, or you'll be left!''
. _ "That is all right, Mr. Reade," replied the young American, with a
twinkle in his eye.
.
Frllok WllS astonished.
"What!" be exclaimed. "You are not going to remain behind?''
" That is juot it."
"But-how Is that!" exclaimed the astonished young inventor.
"What is it for I'd like to know-- Ah!"
Frank saw the tell-tale color upon Mallei Harcourt's face. He wns,
indeed, obtuse not to see the J!oint.
He simply advanced, and said, mock seirously with extended bands:
"My blessings go with you. May you always be happy!"
The crowd caught onto the aituation and cheered wildly. Then the
steamer swung out of the dock, the Bucklloard and its travelers were
homeward bound.
Frank received pleasant letters from Stanley after arriving safely
home in Readestown.
A short while later Stnnley and Mabel were married. They are
coming to .America before many days and will s11rely visit -Readestown .
Leon Martel paid the penalty or his crimes on the scaffold.
Barney and Pomp went back to their duties around tile shop: But
Frank Rea.:le, Jr., indefatigable as ever, at once began work upon a
new invention, which we may introduce to the reader in a future
story. And this brings to n propitious end our story.

[THE END.
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